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June 5, 2019
301 Washington Avenue, Room 402
Bay City, MI 48708
Attention: Susan Carmien
Re: Response to the Request for Proposals for the Replacement, Rehabilitation,
Operations and Maintenance of Two Bascule Bridges #19-0508
Dear Ms. Carmien,
American Roads Holdings LLC (“American Roads”), on behalf of its team, is pleased to
present this response to the RFP for the Replacement, Rehabilitation, Operations and
Maintenance of Two Bascule Bridges Project in Bay City, Michigan (the “Project”). The
American Roads team is comprised of the following entities and has been created in order to
respond to the specific requirements of this Project. The team collectively holds significant
experience in public-private partnerships in North America, and relevant experience
successfully delivering critical infrastructure safely, on-time and within budget and directly
comparable projects in the state of Michigan.







American Roads Holdings LLC – developer and team lead
American Roads LLC – asset management, tolling, operations and maintenance
Toebe Construction – rehabilitation, repair and retrofit
Modjeski and Masters – design, inspection and rehabilitation
Volkert Michigan – engineering, inspection and maintenance
DIF Infra 5 US LLC and its affiliates – project financing and investment

American Roads’ single point of contact is: Neal Belitsky / nbelitsky@americanroads.com /
313.567.4422 ext. 204
American Roads is pleased to be considered for this exciting Project in its home State. The
team looks forward to the opportunity to present an innovative, cost-effective solution to the
the businesses, industries, residents and communities of the City of Bay City and surrounding
areas. We look forward to the opportunity to demonstrate, through this proposal and beyond,
that we will be a responsive and effective long-term partner.
Yours truly,

Neal Belitsky
American Roads Holdings LLC

AMERICAN ROADS HOLDINGS LLC
100 E. Jefferson Avenue, Detroit MI 48226
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Executive Summary

American Roads Holdings LLC and its affiliates (“American Roads”) has formed a team with a breadth of experience in the design,
build, finance, operation and maintenance of transportation infrastructure assets across North America. Our team believes its
combination of deep, local experience and an innovative approach to rehabilitation and tolling will ensure the successful delivery of
the Bay City P3 Project (the “Project”). With headquarters, offices and extensive project experience throughout Michigan, the team’s
understanding of bascule bridge rehabilitation, operations and maintenance in harsh, cold weather environments is unmatched.
This is highlighted by team member involvement with the following Michigan-based projects:
n

The first major rehabilitation of Bay City’s Veterans’ Memorial Bridge

n

Structural rehabilitation and mechanical upgrades to Bay City’s Independence Bridge

n

Structural rehabilitation to Bay City’s Liberty Bridge

n

Mechanical, electrical and structural rehabilitation to the Bicentennial and Blossomland bridges over the St. Joseph River

n

Electrical, mechanical and structural rehabilitation of the Cheboygan Bascule Bridge, a structure registered on the National
Register of Historic Places

n

Rehabilitation design and construction for Port Huron’s 1958-built 10th Street Bascule Bridge

n

The first major structural rehabilitation for St. Clair’s Pine River Bascule Bridge

Team members have been engaged with the Project since conceptual discussions began in 2017 and we appreciate the effort
and decisions that have been made to procure the Project through a long-term P3 approach and drive optimal value for the
community. We have taken great care to assemble a team that have complementary capabilities in design, rehabilitation and
construction, operations and maintenance, tolling services, and project financing combined with strong local reputation and
experience. The Bay City American Roads team includes:
n

American Roads Holdings LLC – developer and team lead

n

American Roads LLC – asset management, tolling, operations and maintenance

n

Toebe Construction (“Toebe”) – rehabilitation, repair and retrofit

n

Modjeski and Masters (“M&M”) – design, inspection and rehabilitation

n

Volkert Michigan (“Volkert”) – engineering, inspection and maintenance

n

DIF Infra 5 US LLC and its affiliates (“DIF”) – project financing and investment

The team has more than 200 years of combined experience with infrastructure investment, design, construction, and operations,
including extensive experience with some of the most challenging bascule bridge projects in North America. American Roads has
developed a proposal that maximizes value for Bay City in a practical and achievable manner.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Key components of the American Roads Proposal (the “Proposal”) include:
n $50 million investment into the Independence Bridge (“Independence”), including superstructure, deck,
mechanical and electrical upgrades
n

n

n

$10 million investment to temporarily operate, maintain and ultimately demolish the Liberty Bridge (“Liberty”)
and fund a riverside beautification project of the area
An opportunity for Bay City to share in future Project income streams through a full reimbursement of Michigan
Department of Transportation (“MDOT”) bascule bridge operations and maintenance subsidies
A tolling structure that is expected to generate more than 80% of revenues from bridge users that reside outside
of Bay City due to traffic mix and a significant discount for Bay City residents:
n
n
n

n

n

n

Bay City – registered $0.75
Non-Bay City – registered $1.50
Unregistered – $2.00

A traffic management plan (“TMP”) that minimizes the inconvenience to the traveling public and marine traffic
while maintaining access to residential and commercial properties
The ability for Bay City to retain ownership of the Independence Bridge and Liberty Bridge riverside project
through a 50-year lease agreement (the “Agreement”)
More than $150 million of additional investment for ongoing maintenance, operations, inspection and repair of
the Independence Bridge over the life of the Agreement

American Roads and its partners performed substantial due diligence in development of this Proposal, including:
n
n
n
n

a technical review of bridge conditions
preliminary design
engineering and cost estimates
a level-one traffic and revenue study

The Proposal meets the needs of Bay City by providing the necessary investment for major structural rehabilitation and mechanical
upgrades to the City’s Independence Bridge for immediate and long-term operational improvement. The team’s solution offers
minimal traffic impact in the near-term and limits potential congestion in the corridor at no cost to the City through an innovative
P3 structure. The American Roads team is committed to the community through the duration of the term offered by our Proposal by
utilizing labor, materials and subcontracting opportunities available in the local market.
Our Commitment
American Roads is dedicated to
utilizing industry-leading practices
and innovative approaches to
deliver the best possible outcome
to the Bay City community. The
table below offers a snapshot
of the technical and tolling
approaches we will utilize to
ensure that the Project is a success.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

n
n

n

n

To structure a financially feasible project which ensures community buy-in and support
To deliver a best-in-class asset which effectively balances high-quality rehabilitations
and reductions in long-term maintenance requirements
To safely improve community connections and minimize impact on vehicular and
marine traffic
To actively collaborate with the Bay City community while delivering a long-term .
reliable service to all stakeholders
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1 Specific Expertise and Examples
1.1 Background and Capabilities
1.1.1 Team Overview
American Roads will be the lead entity partnering and
interfacing with Bay City for all aspects of the Project. The
team’s organizational structure addresses the complexities
of the Project and provides stability, strength and experience
through each of the Project’s phases. Our structure follows
the traditional allocation of responsibilities under a P3 delivery
model, but more importantly incorporates key value-add
enhancements to ensure all Project goals are met.

The American Roads team has been thoughtfully assembled
to provide comprehensive experience and expertise required
to successfully deliver on the Proposal outlined for Bay
City. Members of the team (structure shown below) are
leaders in their respective fields of design, rehabilitation and
construction, quality inspection services, operations and
maintenance, tolling services and project financing.

AMERICAN ROADS TEAM FOR BAY CITY P3 PROJECT
Project Partner

Developer
Developer
and
Team Lead

Developer
Project
Finance
and Equity

HOLDINGS

Asset Management,
O&M and Tolling

Lead Contractor

Design, Inspection
and Rehabilitation

1 SPECIFIC EXPERTISE AND EXAMPLES
1.1 BACKGROUND AND CAPABILITIES

Engineering,
Inspection and
Maintenance
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allows our team to continually refine, iterate, and improve
upon our end product. Each of our systems and sub-products
are field proven and tested prior to being commissioned and
are interoperable with other toll facilities. Our developers
work closely with local stakeholders where our projects reside
to ensure the unique requirements of each facility are met.
American Roads is a technology and asset management
leader within the industry and continually strives to push future
development and stay ahead of the competition.

Efficiencies and cost savings in a P3 are achieved through
the optimal allocation of risks and responsibilities for the
delivery and maintenance of an asset over its lifecycle. The
P3 model also promotes collaboration between design and
rehabilitation, and operations and maintenance to promote
innovation and minimize life cycle costs. American Roads’
organizational and managerial structure demonstrates an
understanding of the complexity and phasing of the Project to
provide the best value and solution to Bay City. Our structure
will facilitate the successful delivery and operations of the
Project by implementing the following elements:
n

n

n

Fully integrated organization with clear allocation of
roles and responsibilities, reporting requirements, and
continuous monitoring, driving accountability

1.1.3 Toebe

Effective risk management by assigning risk to the party
best able to manage it, with routine reporting to identify
and resolve issues quickly

Toebe has been building, repairing, and retrofitting complex
structures in Michigan for 97 years for iconic structures such as
the Ambassador Bridge, Mackinac Bridge, Zilwaukee Bridge,
Blue Water Bridge, and most recently the Detroit Windsor
Tunnel. Toebe has also built, repaired and rehabilitated
numerous movable/bascule structures throughout Michigan,
including the Veterans’ Memorial bascule bridge, St. Clair
bascule bridge, Liberty bridge, and many more.

Transparent and collaborative approach by establishing
open lines of communication among team members,
with Bay City, and with stakeholders to ensure smooth
progress and potential challenges are resolved rapidly

Toebe understands that rehabilitating and repairing movable/
bascule bridges requires complex integration with the electrical
and mechanical components and structure to arrive at proper
bridge operation.

1.1.2 American Roads

Toebe has a long history of working in the Bay/Saginaw County
area. In 1978 Toebe entered into a joint venture contract
with Stevin Construction from the Netherlands to construct
one of the first segmental precast concrete structures in the
United States, the Zilwaukee Bridge. Toebe self-performed all
deep foundations and substructure concrete. In 2013, Toebe
partnered with PCL Construction to self-perform all field work
to replace all expansion and pier bearings on the structure
under a CM/GC contract with MDOT. Toebe has previously
performed rehabilitation of the Independence and Liberty
Bridges and has completed numerous other projects in and
around Bay City. Toebe is familiar and well equipped for .
cold-weather work in Bay City area.

American Roads is a Detroit-based owner and operator of
tolled bridges and a tunnel in the United States with over 28
years of experience. American Roads operates more private
toll bridges than any other company in the United States.
American Roads currently provides transportation technology
or asset management services for seven toll facilities in New
Jersey, Michigan, Alabama, and Ontario. These systems
process more than 15 million transactions annually across eight
plazas and forty-one toll lanes. Services include both hardware
and software solutions for complete account management,
payment processing, toll transaction processing, and
accounting and audit systems.
The American Roads’ systems are designed and developed
by in-house software engineers who are responsible for the
integration, maintenance and support of the systems. This

1 SPECIFIC EXPERTISE AND EXAMPLES
1.1 BACKGROUND AND CAPABILITIES
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cable-stayed bridges. In addition to structural engineers and
inspectors, Volkert has in-house electrical and mechanical
engineers who have performed numerous movable and
tunnel inspections alongside its structural inspectors. Volkert
has extensive experience managing bridge inspections under
multi-year programs for the Federal Highway Administration
(“FHWA”), Eastern Federal Lands Highway Division (“EFLHD”),
state departments of transportation (“DOT”), privately owned
infrastructure, and local governments. Volkert’s in-house team
of structural, mechanical, hydraulic, and electrical inspectors
have performed in-depth inspection on all types of movable
bridges including single and double leaf bascules, swing
bridges, and lift bridges.

1.1.4 Modjeski and Masters
M&M is a nationwide leader in the design, inspection,
and rehabilitation of all bridge types, particularly movable
structures. M&M is one of the world’s leading bridge
engineering firms, with a reputation for technical excellence
and innovation that goes beyond current standards.
Established more than 125 years ago, M&M is responsible
for the design and maintenance of some of the nation’s
most recognizable structures and has completed dozens of
award-winning movable bridge design projects, including the
Portage Lake Lift Bridge in Hancock, Michigan. M&M’s services
include fixed and movable bridge design, inspection and
rehabilitation, and all facets of life-cycle maintenance, research
and code development. More specifically, M&M provides
unrivaled expertise in developing designs and strategies for
bridge rehabilitation projects.

1.1.6 DIF

M&M maintains structural, electrical, and mechanical
disciplines in-house with a staff of nearly 200 employees
dedicated to bridge engineering. M&M’s Movable Bridge
Business Unit (“MBBU”) is led by those who “wrote the book”
for movable bridge design, including the last major rewrite of
the American Association of State Highway and Transportation
Officials (AASHTO) Load and Resistance Factor Design for
Movable Bridge Highway Design Specifications.

Founded in 2005, DIF is a leading independent infrastructure
firm with a proven track record of investing in high-quality
infrastructure assets, including P3 projects, renewable energy
projects and other core infrastructure projects in the U.S.,
Canada, Europe, and Australia. DIF has established itself as
a reputable and active player in its target markets, with the
necessary skill set to successfully originate, execute, and
manage a broad range of complex infrastructure projects. DIF
has over 100 employees globally including dedicated finance
and investment professionals located in North America. Since
inception, DIF has invested in 22 road and bridge projects (15
being P3s) in eight different countries with a total asset value
of more than $8.0 billion.

1.1.5 Volkert

DIF is dedicated to investing responsibly and holds
Environmental, Social and Governance (“ESG”) principals as
paramount throughout its activities. DIF’s commitment to
be a responsible company that respects the interests of its
environment and its stakeholders, including the investors in
its funds, shareholders, business counterparties, employees,
workers and users of the assets and the surrounding local
communities.

Established in 1925, Volkert is a national full-service
engineering firm with a local office in Detroit, Michigan.
Volkert provides bridge inspection services undertaken
by a highly-experienced staff of engineers and certified
professionals dedicated to performing inspections, load
ratings, and all phases of scour evaluations. Volkert has
provided bridge design, repair and retrofit, topside and
underwater bridge inspection services on all types of bridge
structures including movable bridges, long bay crossings and

1 SPECIFIC EXPERTISE AND EXAMPLES
1.1 BACKGROUND AND CAPABILITIES
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1.2 A Partnership with American Roads
1.2.1 Achieving Project Goals
2.		 Impact on the Community and Traffic

American Roads has spent a significant amount of time
and resources to fully understand the specific requirements
of the Project and goals of Bay City and develop a feasible
and achievable solution. The American Roads team has
analyzed economic trends and projections as well as traffic
flows and origin-destination patterns within Bay City, Bay
County, Saginaw County and the bordering counties of Huron,
Tuscola, Sanilac, Midland, Gladwin and Arenac (the “Target
Area”). American Roads’ traffic advisor, Vivid Economics, has
developed a level-one traffic and revenue study for the Project.
M&M, Volkert and Toebe have undertaken preliminary design,
engineering and construction cost estimates.

		The combination of a rehabilitated Independence
Bridge, reconstructed Lafayette Bridge, and
maintained Veterans’ Bridge provides ample
operating capacity and minimal impact to travel
times across the Saginaw River in Bay City.

n

		Liberty Bridge and Veterans’ Bridge serve similar
users; therefore, the removal of Liberty is not
expected to substantially impact transit times for
users who otherwise would have used the Liberty
Bridge on their journey. Of the existing crossings in
and around Bay City, the Liberty Bridge benefits users
the least in terms of origin and destination time
savings.

n

With informed and detailed analysis, the American Roads team
has developed a value-add proposal that maximizes both
short- and long-term value to the City and its residents by
improving bridge crossing infrastructure in Bay City over the
Saginaw River at the lowest possible cost to stakeholders.

		Tolling will be entirely free-flow, and therefore, not
impacting travel times across the Independence
Bridge.

n

Based on detailed feasibility analysis conducted to date, we
have concluded the following:

		Given the upcoming reconstruction of the Lafayette
Bridge, a full reconstruction of the Independence
Bridge in the near-term would be problematic for
Bay City residents and all commuters that utilize
any of the City’s Saginaw River crossings. Toll rates
have been carefully selected in order to minimize
unnecessary diversion toward alternative routes and
ensure the maximum number of members in the
community continue to enjoy the benefits of the
Independence Bridge.

n

1.		 Focused Infrastructure Investment
		The Independence and Liberty Bridges are 43 and .
36 years old, respectively.

n

		With proper maintenance and capital expenditures,
bascule bridges similar to these structures can remain
safe and functional for periods exceeding 100 years
(see “2.1 Engineering and Construction Experience”
for relevant project examples).

n

		The proposed tolling schedule results in
approximately 65% of traffic previously utilizing either
Liberty Bridge or Independence to be retained by the
Independence Bridge.

n

		The cost of replacing one or both of the bridges
is very high and would require excessive tolls or a
significant subsidy to justify the upfront expenditure
and future costs of continued operations,
maintenance and rehabilitation. Rebuilding and/
or refurbishment and continued operations of
both bridges at the toll levels proposed results in a
required subsidy in the range of $60-$160 million.

n

		Forecast traffic levels on Lafayette and Veterans’
Bridge are expected to match to traffic levels
previously observed in 2006, providing comfort
that the bridges can operate effectively under the
Proposal.
n		 Over 80% of funding raised through tolls is expected
to come from non-Bay City residents as they account
for more than 74% of total transactions.
n

		The American Roads proposal requires no subsidy to
be paid from Bay City.

n

1 SPECIFIC EXPERTISE AND EXAMPLES
1.2 A PARTNERSHIP WITH AMERICAN ROADS
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The American Roads team is committed to an ongoing investment of the Independence Bridge that maximizes
asset longevity and minimizes overall tolls for the residents of Bay City and other bridge users. Elimination of future
unnecessary maintenance and rehabilitation costs through the demolition of the Liberty Bridge without significantly
impacting the flow of traffic within the City over the Saginaw River provides the best overall value to Bay City.

1.2.2 Deep-Rooted Understanding of Local Community Needs
will serve as the lead contractor. Our team fully understands
that the success of the Project hinges on gaining and retaining
community support. As such, our approach on the Bay City P3
Project revolves around the following core pillars:

Many members of the American Roads consortium were born, .
raised and currently live within a two-hour drive of Bay City..
Toebe, with Michigan roots dating back to 1922, has performed
construction work on hundreds of bridges across the state and .

Pillar

Approach and Impact

Health & Safety

Ensure safe and efficient transportation for bridge users through proper maintenance and
regimented capital expenditure programs
We design, construct, maintain and operate our facilities with safety as the highest priority.
American Roads has experienced no safety violations during any operations and maintenance
activities and has experienced no serious injuries or deaths related to any of the company’s
owned assets. American Roads’ key to success is ingraining safety into every aspect of its
business, from holding regular health and safety meetings, to contracting third-party asset
inspections on a semi-annual basis, performing regular training sessions for all employees
and including annual incident response training with local first responders.
When it comes to large-scale rehabilitation and construction projects, we believe safety
is rooted in maintaining proper checks and balances. The American Roads’ Proposal
intentionally separates the design and engineering function (provided by M&M) from the
inspection and testing function (provided by Volkert) to provide Bay City with an extra set of
checks and balances to ensure near- and long-term safety of the Project.

1 SPECIFIC EXPERTISE AND EXAMPLES
1.2 A PARTNERSHIP WITH AMERICAN ROADS
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Pillar

Approach and Impact

Needs of
the Community

Successful projects revolve around the specific needs of the surrounding community.
In order to determine the optimal solution for Bay City, we analyzed the structural and
mechanical needs of the Independence and Liberty Bridges and the traffic impact tolling will
have throughout Bay City. American Roads’ Proposal maximizes value by improving bridge
crossing infrastructure in Bay City over the Saginaw River over the short- and long-term at the
lowest possible cost to stakeholders.
With the upcoming Lafayette Bridge reconstruction, we understand the importance for an
effective traffic management plan for the Project. American Roads’ TMP will draw on recent
experiences at the Detroit Windsor Tunnel to minimize the impact to commercial, residential
and marine traffic while ensuring proper access to both residential and commercial properties
affected by the Project.
Despite only accounting for 31% of the combined traffic on the Independence and Liberty
Bridges, we know that the people of Bay City have been responsible for the majority of
maintenance, operations and capital improvement expenditures. The American Roads’
Proposal provides Bay City residents with a discounted toll rate of $0.75 while ensuring
minimal traffic diversion to the City’s Veterans’ and Lafayette Bridges with the toll rates
offered to non-resident travelers.

Community
Commitment

Local knowledge, local people, local commitment.
American Roads’ team members and key personnel are located in the metro-Detroit
area. American Roads’ Detroit-based asset, the Detroit Windsor Tunnel (“DWT”), has
been in service for over 88 years and, in that time, we have established positive working
relationships with many service providers and contractors throughout the State of Michigan.
We are headquartered within close proximity to Bay City which, will provide a number of
efficiencies and synergies that differentiates us from our competitors, including face-toface communication, existing vendor relationships, established community involvement,
and timely responses to the City’s requests. To assist with these tasks, we will have an incommunity bridge and customer service manager.
American Roads and its team members currently commit their time and resources to
many local events, charities and organizations and have become an integral part of the
communities in which we are located. We would bring this same drive for community
involvement to the citizens of Bay City and the surrounding communities. American Roads has
already joined the Bay Area Chamber of Commerce, with a plan to expand our commitment
in the future.
.

1 SPECIFIC EXPERTISE AND EXAMPLES
1.2 A PARTNERSHIP WITH AMERICAN ROADS
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1.3 Experience Providing Successful Delivery of a P3 Project
Detroit Windsor
Tunnel –
Detroit, MI

The Detroit Windsor Tunnel is a 1-mile subaqueous
international tolled border crossing connecting Detroit,
Michigan to Windsor, Ontario that was opened to traffic
in 1930. The tunnel is owned jointly by the City of Windsor
and the City of Detroit. American Roads and its predecessor
company has operated the Detroit Windsor Tunnel since .
1990 and currently holds a concession lease agreement .
with the City of Detroit through 2040 for the complete
operation, management and maintenance of the Detroit .
side of the Tunnel, making this one of the first P3’s in the
United States. The concession gives American Roads the .
right to collect tolls for customers originating in the U.S.,
and in turn American Roads is responsible for the complete
operations and maintenance of the entire facility, including
but not limited to: toll technology, collections and customer

service, personnel and administration, maintenance, and
any required rehabilitation and construction. Since 1990,
American Roads has invested over $80 million in the Detroit
Windsor Tunnel for major maintenance and capital related
projects. This successful P3 demonstrates American Roads’
ability to work closely with local governments as part of a
concession arrangement and demonstrates its long-lasting
experience in tolling operations and asset management. This
project also highlights American Roads proactive capability
to maintain and repair mature infrastructure and managing
large scale construction projects.

The Rt. Hon.
Herb Gray Parkway –
Ontario, Canada

The Rt. Hon. Herb Gray Parkway formerly known as the
Windsor Essex Parkway is an 11 kilometre, $1.4 billion highway
infrastructure project located in the municipalities of Windsor,
LaSalle, and Tecumseh, in Ontario, Canada. This once-in-ageneration undertaking will improve traffic flow at Canada’s
premier trade gateway, and is unprecedented in its community
enhancement, environmental, and transportation features. It
includes 11 tunnels, 15 bridges, below ground (below-grade)
freeway, complete parkway lighting, storm water management
facilities and advanced traffic management systems. As a

1 SPECIFIC EXPERTISE AND EXAMPLES
1.3 EXPERIENCE PROVIDING SUCCESSFUL DELIVERY OF A P3 PROJECT

subcontractor to Parkway Infrastructure Constructors (“PIC”),
Toebe is currently installing over 416,000 linear feet of H-piles
for 13 bridges and tunnels on the Windsor Essex Freeway as
well as constructing two of the parkway’s tunnel bridges.
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I-4 Ultimate –
Orlando, Florida

I-4 Ultimate is a $2.3 billion P3 project that delivers improvements
along a 21-mile section of I-4 in the Metropolitan Orlando Area.
This Florida Department of Transportation project adds four tolled
express lanes to the interstate while maintaining the existing free
general use lanes. Other improvements included reconstruction
of 15 major interchanges, replacement of 78 existing bridges,
direct connection between the I-4 express lanes and the EastWest expressway, pedestrian bridges, and enhanced aesthetics.
As a member of this P3 team on the I-4 Ultimate project, Volkert
provided quality assurance services including development and
administration of the design and construction quality plans;
quality assurance inspection, sampling and testing; resolution of

non-conformance issues; and quality validation recordkeeping.
This project earned the prestigious Envision Platinum recognition
from the Institute for Sustainable Infrastructure (ISI) for its
sustainability efforts of environmental, social and economic
impact on the community and was Florida’s first-ever project to
receive recognition from ISI’s Envision sustainable infrastructure
rating system.

Northwest
Parkway –
Denver, CO

Northwest Parkway (“NWP”) is a 9-mile toll road that forms
the Northwest quadrant of the beltway surrounding the Denver
metropolitan area and includes 23 bridge structures. In March
of 2017, DIF acquired the NWP, a P3 concession, with revenue
generated from tolls. As part of the acquisition process, DIF
and the consortium investigated various types of financing and
ultimately secured privately placed notes for the transaction.
Significant care was taken when structuring the financing of
NWP to ensure that it would be optimized for the anticipated
ramp-up of traffic. The project demonstrates DIF’s ability
to work as a partner in a P3 concession and secure project

1 SPECIFIC EXPERTISE AND EXAMPLES
1.3 EXPERIENCE PROVIDING SUCCESSFUL DELIVERY OF A P3 PROJECT

financing, as well as secure a credit rating in the U.S. for
a demand-risk toll road. Northwest Parkway was awarded
the 2017 North American M&A Deal of the Year Award
from IJGlobal, a leading international project finance and
infrastructure journal.
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Pennsylvania Department of
Transportation, Rapid Bridge
Replacement – Pennsylvania,
United States

This P3 Rapid Bridge Replacement Project took advantage of
the new P3 tool, signed into law in 2012, to address the State
of Pennsylvania’s roughly 4,500 bridges in poor condition. The
project is an initiative to replace 558 aging bridges throughout
Pennsylvania. The bridges are primarily crossings on smaller
state highways, many in rural areas, rather than interstate
bridges or large river crossings. The project cost was estimated
to be approximately $1.2 billion dollars. M&M provided
program management services for this P3 project. This work
consisted of overseeing all engineering activities related to
the geotechnical activities for 40 of the 558 bridges, which

1 SPECIFIC EXPERTISE AND EXAMPLES
1.3 EXPERIENCE PROVIDING SUCCESSFUL DELIVERY OF A P3 PROJECT

includes obtaining borings at the bridges, performing
necessary laboratory testing on the borings, and
developing foundation recommendations. The updated
bridges will provide motorists with new, modern structures
and allow the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation
to remove them from their list of bridges in poor condition.

15
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1.4 Experience Leveraging New Technologies in Bascule Bridges
Low Maintenance Materials
As a leader in movable bridge structures, M&M implements
new technologies to lower the maintenance effort in several
of their design, replacement, and refurbishment projects. For
bascule bridges, one of these technologies is low maintenance
materials. These materials are normally used for components
that are hard to access like bearing bushings, sealed for life
motors, and gear reducers. These components are normally
self-lubricating and made of corrosion-resistant material which
allows them to perform in extreme environmental conditions
such as flooding or contamination from roadway salts and
debris with long life cycles. These technologies have been used
with high degrees of success and resilience in northern climates
and flood-prone areas of the United States.

Hydraulic Machinery
Consideration for hydraulic machinery in lieu of electromechanical machinery can drastically reduce maintenance
and operation costs as well. M&M is currently in the process
of converting a double-leaf bascule bridge in Louisiana from
electro-mechanical to hydraulic. Access for this bridge and its
original machinery was very poor due to low clearances and the
frequency of flooding in this area. Hydraulic lifting cylinders are
being connected into newly designed pier supports to raise and
lower the bascule leaves. All drive machinery is being replaced
with a hydraulic power unit located in the control tower room.
This hydraulic upgrade is predicted to create massive savings
on operation and maintenance costs for Louisiana DOTD.

Remote Control and Monitoring
Remote control and remote monitoring technologies can also
drastically reduce operation and maintenance costs. This has
been used for over a decade for movable bridges in the railroad
industry and is emerging in highway and roadway bridges.
Remote control technologies are being integrated through the
use of new technologies such as lighting, video, cybersecurity,
and other specific instrumentation. Coupled with increased
monitoring systems, remote monitoring can reduce downtime
and provide predictive measures for maintenance and repair.

1 SPECIFIC EXPERTISE AND EXAMPLES
1.4 EXPERIENCE LEVERAGING NEW TECHNOLOGIES IN BASCULE BRIDGES
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Resistance Temperature Detectors
American Roads has proven knowledge and expertise in using
advanced technology to prevent failures and reduce operating
overhead. We have extensive experience in the application
of wireless Resistance Temperature Detectors on motors and
bearings, measuring both temperature and vibration. This
data is centrally logged and collected using Allen-Bradley
Programmable Logic Controllers. This data is then used to
predict potential failures and optimize the operation of the
devices. M&M has provided design engineering for remote
monitoring of movable bridges to multiple clients over the
past 15 years, including a 24/7 remote monitoring system for
four movable bridges owned by the New Jersey DOT. Within
the first week of service one bridge predicted an issue on a
brake which was not operating correctly. This early warning
prevented a $100,000 failure and a potential several-week
marine shutdown.

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
American Roads also has extensive experience integrating
Supervisory Control & Data Acquisition (“SCADA”) systems.
These systems are used to remotely monitor components
that are difficult to access like motors or bearings. The SCADA
systems coupled with state-of-the-art work order systems allow
for maintenance to be proactive versus reactive, optimizing
the maintenance process as well as lowering the maintenance
costs. All of these systems have the capability to be remotely
monitored 24/7 allowing us to have rapid response with
minimal downtime of components.

Best Practices and Innovative Approaches
American Roads’ proposal provides integration of project development, design, rehabilitation, operations and maintenance,
and tolling through all phases of the Project. Our deep-rooted local experience and unmatched local presence will provide
immediate value to Bay City. Local-area relationships will provide seamless communication between our team members and
the Project’s many stakeholders. Utility conflicts, stakeholder coordination, and innovative maintenance of vehicular and
marine traffic are a few areas we will focus on to reduce the impacts and potential hazards for the traveling public as well as the
Project’s contractors and employees. Our P3 approach will divide the Project into discrete work areas, each with its own detailed
design and rehabilitation schedule, phasing, and sequencing plans. Our Michigan experience and established relationships with
subcontractors, suppliers, and local stakeholders will make the Project a success for Bay City and the surrounding communities.

1 SPECIFIC EXPERTISE AND EXAMPLES
1.4 EXPERIENCE LEVERAGING NEW TECHNOLOGIES IN BASCULE BRIDGES
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2 Experience
2.1 Engineering and Construction Experience
2.1.1

Veterans’ Memorial
Bascule Bridge
Rehabilitation –
Bay City, MI

Overview
a systems coordinator to ensure all electrical and mechanical
systems interfaced properly.

Owned by MDOT, the Veterans’ Memorial Bascule Bridge was
built in 1958. It carries M-25 over the Saginaw River in Bay City,
MI. The existing main span is a double leaf rolling bascule that
provides a 185-foot navigable channel with a total bridge length
of 854 feet. The bridge deck width is 55.8 feet.

The first lesson learned on this project was that it is critical to
hire expert consultant engineers to perform specialty tasks
such as span balancing calculations. For this project Toebe
self-performed this task and learned that a specialty engineer
is better to perform this task. Based on this lesson Toebe has
hired an engineer to perform span balancing calculations on all
subsequent projects. The second lesson learned is the need for
a Systems Engineer to help coordinate the work between the
mechanical and electrical subcontractors. A systems engineer
with experience on bascule structures is critical to understanding
and coordinating the link between the mechanical and electrical
systems on the structure, especially when the structure is 60 plus
years old. This person can also help troubleshoot issues with the
operating the bridge once new system upgrades are in place.

In 1993 Toebe Construction won the contract to perform the
first major rehabilitation of the structure including partial
superstructure replacement, structural steel replacement and
upgrades, control house renovation and significant upgrades to
all electrical and control panel components. Toebe completed
rehabilitation over the winter months to take advantage of
the winter shutdown of the navigable waterway. The project
required replacement of the lift span decking which required
weight calculations of all material installed and removed were
completed as well as installing temporary supports under existing
counterweights to maintain stability of the leafs. Toebe selfperformed all of the work and calculations for the balancing of
the bridge span. To ensure the work on the bridge was completed
to the highest level of excellence, Toebe utilized the services of

2 EXPERIENCE
2.1 ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION EXPERIENCE
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Tasks Performed
n

Installed temporary supports under existing
counterweights to maintain stability of leafs during
deck replacement

n

Coordinated all Operator House rehabilitation

n

Self-performed all span balancing work and calculations

n

Removed and replaced all lift span decking while
maintaining weight calculations on all materials
installed and removed

Bridge Description
n

Total Project Length – 854 feet

n

Total Deck Width – 56 feet

n

Lanes on Structure – 4 lanes, 2 pedestrian sidewalks

2 EXPERIENCE
2.1 ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION EXPERIENCE
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2.1.2

Liberty Bridge
and Independence
Bridge Rehabilitation –
Bay City, MI

Photo(s) to come?

Overview
Owned by Bay City, the Independence Bridge over the Saginaw
River was opened in 1976 and the Liberty Bridge Over the Saginaw
River was opened in 1983. The bridges carry the Harry S. Truman
Parkway and Vermont Street over the Saginaw River in Bay City,
MI. The Liberty Bridge existing main span is a double leaf rolling
bascule that provides a 275-foot navigable channel with a total
bridge length of 2,344 feet, and a bridge width of 73.16 feet. The
Independence Bridge existing main span is a double leaf rolling
bascule that provides a 208-foot navigable channel with a total
bridge length of 1,211 feet, and a bridge width of 76.66 feet.
In 2011, Toebe Construction won a contract to perform
rehabilitation of the structures including joint replacements,
a partial deck overlay, concrete sidewalk and curb repairs,
substructure patching, various steel repairs including diaphragm
and crossframe replacement, replacement of access hatches,
guardrail replacement, and light pole installation. Toebe also
performed machinery upgrades including the replacement of the
main pinion shaft bearing, replacement of the tail locks and live
load bearings, span balancing, electrical upgrades, and structural
painting. The project required Toebe to work over the winter
months to accommodate and take advantage of the winter
shutdown of the navigable waterway.

Lessons learned on both projects include having contingency
plans in place for both the design and construction operations
to account for field variabilities and necessary changes that are
inherent with rehabilitation projects. Another lesson learned
would be to have specialty suppliers such as hydraulics or
electrical suppliers complete a walkthrough of the structure and
to review the scope of the project with the designer which would
allow for both an increased understanding of the project and
better communication. Substantial communication and look
ahead planning of anticipated closures with both the US Coast
Guard and the individual shipping vessels would also prove to
be an invaluable resource to allow for closures outside of the
normal January through March shipping season closure.

The replacement of the main pinion shaft bearing required
extensive coordination with the US Coast Guard, specialty

2 EXPERIENCE
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subcontractors, and fabricators as the bridge could only be
shut down for a period of 3 months during the winter seasonal
suspension of the shipping channel. Accelerated construction
methods had to be implemented due to the limited window for
fabrication given that the final machining of the new bearing
assembly could not take place until the channel was closed for
the shipping season, and final measurements of the existing
bearing assembly and pinion shaft were completed in the field
and provided to the fabricator. The new bearing then had to be
machined to provide an RC6 fit, reinstalled in the field to the
proper alignment, crossmesh, and backlash tolerances.
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Bridge Description

Tasks Performed
n
n

n

Joint replacements

n

Total Project Length – 2,344 + 1,211 feet

Partial deck overlay and concrete sidewalk and curb
repairs

n

Total Bridge Width – 73 + 77 feet

n

Lanes on Structure(s) – 4 lanes, 2 pedestrian sidewalks

Substructure patching and steel repairs including
diaphragm and crossframe replacement

n

Major machinery and electrical upgrades

n

Structural painting

2 EXPERIENCE
2.1 ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION EXPERIENCE
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2.1.3

Pine River
Bascule Bridge –
St. Clair County, MI

Photo(s) to come?

Overview
phase of the project the owner and/or general contractor
should allow for time and expenses for specialty firms to visit the
structure, perform their due diligence and fully understand what
work will be required.

The Pine River Bascule Bridge was opened in 1978 and built by
Toebe Construction. It carries M-29 over the Pine River in St. Clair
County, MI. The existing main span is a double leaf rolling bascule
that provides an 80-foot navigable channel with a total bridge
length of 200 feet. The bridge deck width is 67 feet.
In 2005, Toebe Construction won a contract to perform the
first major rehabilitation of the structure including deck overlay,
new deck grating on lift span, new railing, partial painting,
substructure work, and upgrades to the mechanical, electrical
and hydraulic systems. The project required Toebe to work over
the winter months to accommodate and take advantage of the
winter shutdown of the navigable waterway.

Tasks Performed

The first lesson learned as with any bascule rehabilitation is
understanding that a bascule structure is a complex piece
of machinery that is constantly exposed to the weather and
elements. All work on the machinery and electrical components
requires a total understanding of how the bridge works and
operates on a daily basis, some of which is difficult to document
on a set of plans. To perform work on the structure each firm
must have a good understanding of how the bridge operates by
conducting multiple site visits in both warm and cold weather.
The second lesson learned is that bascule work requires very
specialized subcontractors and fabricators that 1.) may not be
local to Michigan and 2.) are not familiar with government
contracting work and methods. During the bidding and planning

n
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n

n

n

n

Prime Contractor on the original construction starting .
in 1974
Installed temporary supports under existing
counterweights to maintain stability of leafs during
deck replacement
Coordinated all Operator House rehabilitation
Removed and replaced all lift span decking while
maintaining weight calculations on all materials
installed and removed
Coordinated all hydraulic ram and power pack
removal and installation

Bridge Description
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n

Total Project Length – 200 feet

n

Total Bridge Width – 67 feet

n

Lanes on Structure – 4 lanes, 2 pedestrian sidewalks
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2.1.4

South 10th Street
Bascule Bridge
Rehabilitation –
Port Huron, MI

Overview
M&M was tasked with rehabilitation design and construction
monitoring for the double leaf rolling bascule. A variety of
mechanical, and electrical repairs were required. M&M
worked closely with the city engineering and maintenance/
operations staff to understand the issues experienced at the
bridge. This part of the United States (Michigan in general) is
not very forgiving in terms of cold climate and the addition of
new heat tracing and insulation on pipes and drains was key to
reliability. A retractable sump pump system
was also designed to allow maintenance
to pull the electro-mechanical units out of
the water before freezing temperatures
hit. The conditions causing issues included
cold weather induced failures of equipment
as well as continued reliability issues with
components such as brakes and limit
switches.

Owned by the city of Port Huron, Michigan, the South 10th
Street Bascule Bridge was built in 1958 to replace a previous
swing span structure. It carries 10th street over the Black River
in Port Huron. The existing main span is a double leaf rolling
bascule that provides a 190-foot navigable channel, and the
total bridge length is 375-feet. The bridge is 44-feet wide and
carries two lanes of vehicular traffic with five-foot sidewalks on
each side.

The upgrades were completed successfully
on time and under budget with a
construction budget very close to the
engineer’s estimate.

2 EXPERIENCE
2.1 ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION EXPERIENCE
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Tasks Performed
n

n

Structural, mechanical & electrical, rehabilitation .
and inspection
Services during construction

Bridge Description

Several unique lessons learned came out of this rewarding
project:
n

n

n

Early coordination with the city and the United States Coast
Guard (“USCG”) were key to securing and planning for
the proper construction windows. Construction work was
scheduled for the winter to take advantage of the seasonal
channel closure when the bascule leaves would not need to
be operated.
Detailed plans for atypical systems like the retractable
sump pump system were valuable to help create an
accurate bid and portray the system to the fabricator and
installer.
Close coordination with staff intimately familiar with the
bridge proved to be very helpful in design and during
construction of the bridge rehabilitation.

2 EXPERIENCE
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n

Length of Main Span – 190 feet

n

Total Project Length – 375 feet

n

Lanes on Structure – 2 lanes, 2 pedestrian sidewalks
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2.1.5

Cheboygan
Bascule Bridge
Rehabilitation –
Cheboygan, MI

Overview
material was blown into several electrical and mechanical
components; however, this was caught early enough to
get all areas cleaned prior to the first spring operation.
During that first operation, partial openings were required
to finish the cleaning process and lubricate machinery for
safe operation.

Built in 1940, the Cheboygan Bascule Bridge, also known
as the State Street Bridge, is a double-leaf bascule bridge
in Cheboygan, Michigan, carrying U.S. Highway 23 (State
Street) across the Cheboygan River. This bridge is listed on the
National Register of Historic Places. M&M was contracted to
perform engineering services for the electrical, mechanical and
structural rehabilitation of the double leaf bascule bridge and
its approaches. M&M prepared preliminary and final structural
plans, as well as mechanical and electrical plans to rehabilitate
the aging structure. All design work focused on the need to
maintain public access and usage across the structure, as
well as to maintain the ability of the span to open for marine
navigation. A specialty of the design team was the critical
coordination between owner, public, and USCG required on
movable bridge projects. Early coordination with the USCG
helped to keep the project moving and keep the contract
documents as accurate as possible. To limit vehicular and
marine impact, specific sequence and planning details were
depicted in the contract documents.

n

These lessons demonstrate that a good relationship between
the engineer and contractor is invaluable in the making of a
successful project. For the Bay City bridges, all construction
staging needs and assumptions will be discussed with the
team’s contractor prior to any work being performed.

Several unique lessons learned came out of this rewarding
project:
n

Close supervision is required when painting and blasting
the surface of movable structures. During the final blasting
process for the Cheboygan Bascule Bridge, abrasive

2 EXPERIENCE
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The shaft seals for the central reducer were specified to
be replaced in the field. On this project, the contractor
chose to perform this work in the shop. The contractor did
not perform proper testing because shop testing was not
specified in the design, since the seals were intended to be
replaced in the field. The gear reducer leaked slightly after
replacing the seals and placing it back in service. Shop
testing should have been required when the work shifted
to be performed in the shop to catch this issue earlier.
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Tasks Performed
n

n

Structural, mechanical &
electrical, rehabilitation and.
inspection
Services during construction

Bridge Description
n

Length of Main Span – 70 feet

n

Total Project Length – 155 feet

n

Lanes on Structure – 2 lanes, .
2 pedestrian sidewalks

2 EXPERIENCE
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2.1.6

Bicentennial
Bascule Bridge
Rehabilitation –
St. Joseph, MI

Overview
duration of this project and was successfully detailed through
careful design planning and execution by the entire project
team. The bridge is currently in construction.

The original Bicentennial (I-94BL) Bridge was built in 1976. The
existing main span is a hydro-mechanically driven 135-foot twin
Scherzer double-leaf rolling bascule and the four approach
spans consist of steel multi-girder and steel girder-floorbeamstringer cross sections. The total bridge length is 570-feet.
The existing bridge is 60 ft. from curb to curb and carries four
lanes of vehicular traffic with 5 ft. sidewalks on each side. The
M&M-led rehabilitation of this St. Joseph River Bascule Bridge
(and the M-63 Blossomland Bridge) consisted of mechanical,
electrical, and structural rehabilitation design. The design
team developed detailed contract documents including design
drawings and project specific special provisions to address the
detailed requirements for rehabilitation. Maintenance and
protection of traffic was of critical importance throughout the

Several unique lessons learned came out of this rewarding
project:
n

n

n

2 EXPERIENCE
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When there is a lack of engineering documentation
about the bridge, surveys and documentation need to
be produced before completing work. M&M performed
as-built surveys and produced as-built electrical drawings
as its first deliverable to ensure the rehabilitation work was
done correctly.
For long term reliability it is critical to house, protect,
maintain, and heat hydraulic systems. Being sensitive
to environmental impacts on hydraulic systems such as
temperature and fluid cleanliness will lengthen the life of
hydraulic systems and lower the risk of system failure.
The leaves of the Bicentennial Bascule Bridge were not
seating reliably when the leaves were closed. Due to the
arrangement of the span locks on this structure, the leaves
are required to close in a very measured order and speed.
During field visits it was determined that existing seating
position limit switches were not performing as intended.
M&M updated the span seating sequence and limit switch
arrangement to provide more reliable operation.
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Tasks Performed
n

n

Structural, mechanical &
electrical, rehabilitation and.
inspection
Services during construction

Bridge Description
n

Length of Main Span – 135 feet

n

Total Project Length – 570 feet

n

Lanes on Structure – 4 lanes, .
2 pedestrian sidewalks

2 EXPERIENCE
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2.1.7

Bridge Inspection
Services – State of
Mississippi
Contract Service Dates:
2013-2019 (Ongoing)

Overview
inspection time and personnel
requirements. These plans also
identify the fracture critical
members and the frequency
of inspection. In addition to
performing in-depth inspections,
Volkert also re-analyzed load
ratings using BRASS and AASHTO
BridgeRating. At the conclusion of
each inspection, a detailed written
inspection report is prepared
detailing damage/deterioration assessments, NBI condition/
appraisal ratings, scour evaluation, photographic evidence of
the findings and recommendations for repairs.

The project consists of National Bridge Inspection Standards
(“NBIS”) inspections, scour evaluations, and load ratings of
selected bridge sites throughout the state of Mississippi. The
bridges are owned and maintained by the various counties, cities,
and towns throughout the state. These bridges include steel
bridges with fracture critical members, specifically continuous
plate girders, steel girders, railroad flat cars, and movable
bridges. These bridges also include approach spans made of
timber, precast concrete, or prestressed concrete beam spans.
In addition to the fixed bridge inspection, Volkert also was
responsible for four movable bridges: one lift bridge, one swing
bridge, and two bascule bridges. Volkert inspectors teamed with
FIT Engineering to perform the rope access inspection of the
towers at the lift bridge. Volkert also inspected the mechanical
and electrical systems for these movable bridges. At the bascules
and swing bridge, Volkert
engineers performed detailed
inspections of the mechanical and
hydraulic systems that power the
movement of the spans to allow
maritime traffic to pass under the
bridges.

Unique lessons learned that came out of this rewarding project:
n

For each bridge inspected, Volkert
developed a bridge inspection plan
which outlined access method and equipment required, traffic
control requirements, railroad permit requirements including
contact information and permit acquisition procedures, and
2 EXPERIENCE
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This contract included a large number of bridges
and a variety of types and materials to be inspected.
Among them were two bascule bridges which had
many similarities with the two bascule bridges at Bay
City. Volkert’s engineers and staff provided a complete
inspection of the two bridges including their structures,
mechanical and electrical systems. Both sites had to be
examined for scour which the Bay City bridges will also
require. The experience gained from the inspection
of these bridges will be directly related to the Bay City
bridges, as well as their approach spans.
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2.1.8

Bridge Inspection
Services – State of
Florida
Contract Service Dates:
1988-2018

Overview
TThis local government bridge inspection project included
bridge inspection services of approximately 450 locally-owned
bridges including county and city-owned bridges in the Florida
panhandle. Volkert was responsible for identifying all deficiencies
as well as determining and recording the structural condition
of each bridge based on element level condition criteria. As a
part of the inspection, the main structural elements are given a
National Bridge Inspection rating; and a detailed report, including
photographs and deficiency sketches.
Volkert was responsible for the complete inspection of the only
movable bridge in the area. This single leaf bascule bridge
was converted from a
mechanically powered
to hydraulically powered
span in 1990. Volkert’s
team performed the
electrical and hydraulic
system inspections of
the movable span, as
well as the structural,
including underwater,
of the steel main
span and its concrete
approach spans. Volkert
coordinated with
FDOT, Panama City
2 EXPERIENCE
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Beach, and the United States Coast Guard prior to performing
the inspection, which required opening and closing of the
span under normal power and emergency power. Volkert’s
team performed detailed inspections of the trunnions and
the hydraulic system as the leaf was raised and lowered. The
counterweight pit was also inspected closely for any signs of
scraping, as this could corroborate any misalignment noted in
the hydraulic systems inspection.
Unique lessons learned that came out of this rewarding project:
n
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Volkert’s responsibility for complete inspection of the
movable bridges included a single leaf bascule bridge.
Converting this bascule bridge’s mechanical system to
a hydraulically-powered system was a retrofit which is
uncommon and therefore can be considered as a unique
experience for engineers. The two bascule bridges in Bay
City are both operated by means of mechanical power
and as part of a major rehabilitation in the future, Volkert
believe that a similar retrofit to the bridges will provide
the traveling public and maritime traffic with a more
dependable and efficient bridge opening and closing.
Volkert’s engineers and inspectors are experienced with
these enhancement methods in the movable systems of
movable bridges.
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2.2 Operations Experience
2.2.1

Toll Collection System
Implementation and
Management – Michigan,
Ontario, Alabama, and
New Jersey

Overview
American Roads has the experience and expertise to analyze
performance and measure success through key performance
indicators. American Roads has developed and is responsible
for creative marketing, promotion, and outreach programs
that have increased traffic and have helped ensure effective
communication with the public. Each site has a dedicated
customer service center which includes walk-up service for all
account administration and other customer services. American
Roads is responsible for all customer, community, government
and media relations which includes extensive use of social
media outlets and ongoing involvement within the community
and local organizations.

American Roads is involved in toll system management,
maintenance and operations, as well as the design, construction,
installation, commissioning, and maintenance of the Toll
Collection System for its sites in Michigan, Ontario, Alabama and
New Jersey.
American Roads has developed, commissioned, and installed
numerous tolling systems and is self-performing the ongoing
hardware and software maintenance. American Roads
developed and implemented the first mobile tolling application
in the United States. The American Roads system is designed
for flexibility and can interface and be interoperable with other
tolling, transit and parking systems.

Several unique lessons learned came out of these rewarding
projects:

American Roads has a long history of asset management and
utilizes an asset management system that the firm created and
refined over the last decade. Utilizing this system, American
Roads has optimized proper auditing and monitoring of asset
health and has led to a more proactive maintenance approach
that has improved safety and minimized risks and downtimes
of our assets. American Roads also has extensive experience
working with unions and union personnel through a collective
bargaining agreement at the Detroit Windsor Tunnel. Strong
relationships with these unions have created a positive labor
management environment which in return improved operations.

2 EXPERIENCE
2.2 OPERATIONS EXPERIENCE

n
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All American Roads’ bridges are located in mediumsized communities that serve a larger area. As such, we
appreciate the economic and social impact that our assets
have on the community in which they reside. Applying our
understanding of how these assets affect the community,
we have a better understanding of the needs and desires
of the businesses, citizens and organizations in and around
Bay City.
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n

We will hire a bridge manager and other staff, which will
create more jobs and opportunities in the community. This
manager and staff will be conducting updates throughout
Bay County sharing our plans, schedules and assisting with
enrolling travelers in our discounted tolling programs.

2 EXPERIENCE
2.2 OPERATIONS EXPERIENCE
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2.2.2

Installing and
Managing All
Electronic Tolling –
Alabama

Overview
Several unique lessons learned came out of these rewarding
projects:

American Roads developed, managed and installed the first
video tolling system using license plate recognition (“LPR”) in
the state of Alabama. Video tolling was integrated with the
current electronic tolling system to accommodate the free flow
of traffic. This is the same system that American Roads proposes
for tolling in Bay City. With the implementation of all electronic
tolling the community experienced a major reduction in traffic
back-ups, shorter commute times and efficient customer service
experience.

n

n

2 EXPERIENCE
2.2 OPERATIONS EXPERIENCE
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Bay City, as the first community in Michigan with all
electronic tolling, will benefit from our experiences
introducing this type of tolling in Alabama. The community
will be apprised during system installation and operation
and the team will undertake proactive outreach campaigns
to assist with opening a toll account. Customers can enroll
online, by phone, in person or at out of our outreach
events.
To have a smooth transition for the residents and
commuters of Bay City and the surrounding area, outreach
for the tolling programs will begin 6 months prior to
operation.
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2.2.3

Asset Maintenance and
Capital Improvement
Programs – Detroit, MI

Overview
For each of its assets, American Roads maintains a rolling
5-year Capital Improvement Schedule. This schedule is reviewed
on an annual basis by internal and consulting engineering
professionals to assure the optimal life cycle of the asset. Work
is then scheduled to minimize disruption to the traveling public
and to maximize maintenance and rehabilitation efficiencies.

n

American Roads utilizes a maintenance management system
where key components are monitored, on site and remotely,
to flag any conditions outside of normal operating thresholds.
In addition to automatically scheduling regular and preventive
maintenance, the system retains and categorizes all work
conducted at the asset.
Field staff undergo training on safety, asset condition and
documenting key performance indicators (KPI’s) for their
asset and are required to conduct and report on weekly visual
inspection activities. These are reviewed and discussed with the
Project Director to assure optimal service.
Several unique lessons learned came out of these rewarding
projects:

2 EXPERIENCE
2.2 OPERATIONS EXPERIENCE
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The DWT is in the final phase of completing a $22 million
renovation project. The renovations have included
replacement of the tunnel’s concrete ceiling, as well as
masonry, electrical, communications, security and other
infrastructure improvements. The renovation work is part
of a commitment of continual maintenance to extend the
life of this historic structure. We met extensively with key
stakeholders, including commuters, to balance completing
the work safely and expediently, while minimizing
disruption.
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n

n

The DWT renovation project has emphasized the
importance of closely coordinating with stakeholders and
seeking creative solutions to complex matters to ensure a
successful outcome on the project. In addition, reviewing
and installing the most modern and tested equipment
available, as well as relying on a design build approach
produces the best results for such a significant project like
this.
Our engineers have visited Bay City’s bridges and are
designing programs for rehabilitation to prolong asset
life and minimize current and future travel impacts. These
programs are being coordinated with MDOT and the work
they are completing on the Veterans’ and Lafayette Bridges
to minimize traffic impact. Our designs will integrate the
most modern equipment and practices to reduce travel
interruptions and promote safety and our deep experience
in interagency cooperation will reduce the impact on the
traveling public within Bay City and the surrounding area.

2 EXPERIENCE
2.2 OPERATIONS EXPERIENCE
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3 Organizational Capacity
3.1 Allocation of Time
Each of the Project’s team members is generally working on between two and four projects at a given point in time. As part of our
commitment to Bay City, we expect certain team members to transition to full-time on the Project during all or certain key phases
to ensure a successful delivery. We staff our projects with milestones and objectives in mind; each team or team member on a
given project receives coverage and support during specific phases of the project to ensure all active projects receive the necessary
resources on schedule as promised.
American Roads has a full suite of key advisors prepared for the Project including third party legal, traffic and revenue, financial and
technical specialists. Weekly internal meetings will be conducted during the entirety of this Project to guide the team’s schedule
and progress, and to ensure all project personnel are fulfilling their individual responsibilities, workloads and deadlines. American
Roads is confident that the competence and experience of the key personnel assigned to this project, and the work quality and
timeliness of their deliverables will surpass Bay City’s expectations.

3.2 Key Project Personel
PROJECT DIRECTOR
Name: Neal Belitsky, CFM (Michigan based)
Company: American Roads

Neal Belitsky, CFM.
American Roads LLC

Role: Oversee the Project team throughout all stages of the Project. Neal will be
responsible for leading the Project team and successfully managing and meeting all the
Project milestones and requirements, as well as serving as the primary contact for the
Project.
Relevant Projects: Detroit Windsor Tunnel, Foley Beach Express, Emerald Mountain
Express, Montgomery Expressway, Tuscaloosa Bypass, Downbeach Express
Bio: Neal is the Chief Executive Officer and President of American Roads. He brings
over 40 years of experience in managing infrastructure projects along with a successful
record of service improvement, community involvement, and revenue growth along with
annual reductions in operating costs. Neal has overseen the development of proposals,
bids, quotations, and other documents describing American Roads products and services
for prospective clients. In addition, Neal has gained valuable experience in building
relationships with key outside parties, including vendors, elected officials, government
agencies, industry professionals, registered lobbyists, and community members. Neal is
widely known as a leader in the toll and infrastructure industry.

3 ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY
3.1 ALLOCATION OF TIME / 3.2 KEY PROJECT PERSONEL
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CONSTRUCTION PROJECT MANAGER
Bridge Rehabilitation
Name: Jeffery Stover (Michigan based)
Company: Toebe Construction LLC
Role: Oversee all construction aspects of the rehabilitation process of the bridges.
Relevant Projects: Grosse Ile Parkway (estimator, project manager), Blue Water Bridge
(pre-construction manager), Fort St. Bascule (estimating team lead)
Jeffery Stover.
Toebe Construction LLC

Bio: Jeff’s experience has included over 20 years’ in heavy highway construction.
Beginning as a laborer on the new US-127 Project in St. Johns, MI in 1994, Jeff has worked
as a labor foreman, project superintendent, project engineer, project manager, and
estimator using a “hands-on” approach to completing projects on time and on budget.
His experience has also included developing complex CPM schedules, developing value
engineering change proposals, developing new safety programs, and various cost saving
construction techniques. Jeff’s most recent experience includes leading the Toebe .
Pre-Construction Team on four MDOT CM/GC projects.

CONSTRUCTION PROJECT ASSISTANT MANAGER
Bridge Rehabilitation
Name: Joshua Goldsworthy (Michigan based)
Company: Toebe Construction LLC
Role: Assist with overseeing all construction aspects of the rehabilitation process of the
bridges.
Relevant Projects: Independence Bridge rehabilitation (Project Manager), Liberty Bridge
rehabilitation (Project Manager)
Joshua Goldsworthy.
Toebe Construction LLC

3 ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY
3.2 KEY PROJECT PERSONEL

Bio: Since joining Toebe in 2007, Josh’s duties have included working as a project
engineer, estimator, and project manager on several projects including reconstruction
and rehabilitation of bascule bridges. In these roles, Josh has extensive experience with
accelerated and complex construction projects which have also included complex steel
erection and modeling, critical lifts, critical material fabrication and procurements, ABC
construction methods, full development of Critical Path Method schedules, and the
execution of several Value Engineering Change Proposals. In 2012, Josh completed a
rehabilitation project on the Liberty bridge, providing him with extensive knowledge of the
bridge structure and key information for the rehabilitation.
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PROJECT ASSISTANT MANAGER
Movable Bridge Design and Rehabilitation
Name: Kevin Johns, PE
Company: Modjeski & Masters
Role: Oversee the rehabilitation and design of the bridges.
Relevant Projects: Lead Structural Engineer and Project Manager for the following projects:
Lafayette Bascule Bridge, Houghton Hancock Bascule Bridge, Grand Avenue Bascule Bridge,
Cheboygan Bascule Bridge, Charlevoix Bascule Bridge, Blossomland Bascule Bridge, and
Bicentennial Bascule Bridge
Kevin Johns, PE.
Modjeski & Masters

Bio: Kevin joined M&M in 1998 and is a licensed Professional Engineer in the State of
Michigan. He is the Movable Bridge Business Unit Director and is a Senior Associate with the
firm. Kevin has worked primarily on movable bridge projects and has served as the Project
Manager for six Michigan movable bridges in the last 5 years. These include 1 vertical lift
bridge and 5 bascule bridges. Kevin is regularly engaged in movable bridges in other regions
including owners at MBTA, MassDOT, NSRR, UPRR, Virginia DOT, NCDOT, and NYCDOT.
Kevin is well versed in complex bridge construction and accelerated bridge construction.
Kevin is currently the Project Manager for the replacement of two movable bridges in
Sacramento, CA.

PROJECT ENGINEER
Lead Engineer Movable Bridge Inspection and Design
Name: Lee Lentz, PE
Company: Modjeski & Masters
Role: Oversee the rehabilitation and design of the bridges.
Relevant Projects: Lead Mechanical Engineer and Project Manager for the following
projects: Houghton Hancock Bascule Bridge, Grand Avenue Bascule Bridge, Cheboygan
Bascule Bridge, Charlevoix Bascule Bridge, Blossomland Bascule Bridge, Bicentennial
Bascule Bridge, and South 10th Street Bascule Bridge
Lee Lentz, PE.
Modjeski & Masters

3 ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY
3.2 KEY PROJECT PERSONEL

Bio: Lee is a licensed professional engineer for mechanical design, rehabilitation,
inspection, testing, and trouble-shooting of movable bridges. Lee is the Chairman of the
movable bridges’ subcommittee on AREMA Committee 15 – Steel Structures. He is the
Secretary for Heavy Movable Structures, Inc., a global non-profit organization which shares
movable bridge technical and administrative information between consultants, owners,
vendors, and contractors. Lee is familiar with MDOT design procedures and personnel and
has fulfilled the role of Mechanical Project Manager for 7 movable bridges in Michigan in
the last 5 years. Lee supervised the mechanical design for the Cheboygan bridge as well as
the Bicentennial Bridge over the St. Joseph River, and was M&M’s project manager for the
South 10 Street bascule bridge in the city of Port Huron. Lee has over 20 years of valuable
movable bridge experience which continually includes project management, inspection and
testing, rehabilitation design, code development, and construction monitoring.
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PROJECT MANAGER
Lead Inspection Engineer
Name: Aaron Immel, PE, CBI, CTI, CFM (Michigan based)
Company: Volkert Engineering
Role: Oversee and manage all engineering aspects of the Project.

Aaron Immel, PE, CBI, CTI,CFM.
Volkert Engineering

Relevant Projects: FDOT District 3 movable bridge inspection (Principal-in-Charge/
Project Manager/Dive Team Leader/Hydraulic Systems Team Leader), John C. Stennis
Space Center movable bridge inspection (Principal-in-Charge), FHWA Eastern Federal
Lands fracture critical and Level 1 scour evaluations (Principal-in-Charge/Project Manager/
Inspection Team Leader)
Bio: Aaron currently serves as Volkert’s Vice President and Bridge Inspection Manager,
overseeing and leading inspection services for many of Volkert’s large, long-term structures
inspection contracts, such as with EFLHD (2005-current), FDOT (30 years), LaDOTD (over
17 years), Mobile County, Alabama (28 years), and American Roads (11 years). Aaron’s
expertise includes the inspection and analysis of truss bridges, movable bridges (bascule,
lift, and swing bridges), fatigue-prone details and fracture-critical members, posttensioned segmental box girders, and complex tunnels and their systems.

PROJECT ENGINEER
Bridge Maintenance and Inspection
Name: Hossein Ghara, PE
Company: Volkert Engineering
Role: Manage bi-annual bridge inspections and maintenance.
Relevant Projects: Bayou Chatsworth Swing Span Bridge (Designer and Project Manager),
US 11 Bridge over Lake Pontchartrain (QC/QA Reviewer), Intracoastal Waterway at Louisa
High-Level Double Leaf Bascule Bridge (Project Manager)
Hossein Ghara, PE.
Volkert Engineering

3 ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY
3.2 KEY PROJECT PERSONEL

Bio: Hossein joined Volkert in August of 2018 and has over 40 years of highway
transportation experience, specifically in bridges. Prior to joining Volkert and working for
another consultant engineering firm for 5 years, Hossein served as Louisiana Department
of Transportation and Development (LADOTD) State Bridge Engineer for 12 years, where
he oversaw 65 -110 employees, comprised of civil, electrical and mechanical engineers
and engineering technicians. These engineering units were responsible for the design,
maintenance, and inspection of a majority of the Movable Bridges in Louisiana, including
several bascule bridges. As a design engineer, while working at LADOTD, Hossein
designed a Swing Span Bridge located in South Louisiana at Bayou Chatsworth which
was constructed successfully and is in service today. He also oversaw the design and
construction of a large High-level Double Leaf Bascule Bridge in South Louisiana over the
Intracoastal Waterway at Louisa. Most recently while working with Volkert, Hossein has
been working on a study to remove and replace a Strauss Bascule Bridge which carries rail
road, as well as vehicular traffic in New Orleans, referred to as Almonaster Bridge.
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FINANCE AND TOLLING MANAGER
Name: Daryl Kaiser, CPA (Michigan based)
Company: American Roads
Role: Responsible for ensuring the toll program implemented conforms to the system and
project requirements.
Relevant Projects: Detroit Windsor Tunnel, Foley Beach Express, Emerald Mountain
Express, Montgomery Expressway, Tuscaloosa Bypass, Downbeach Express
Daryl Kaiser, CPA.
American Roads LLC

Bio: Daryl is the Chief Financial Officer at American Roads and has over 27 years of
experience in infrastructure and other industries leading teams on all aspects of finance
and project management. Daryl brings deep experience and excellent qualifications in
strategic planning, finance, accounting, tax, and management in tolling projects to the
team. Daryl has worked on numerous internal tolling projects at American Roads including
its Toll by Plate implementation at its largest asset, and tolling initiatives for potential and
current customers.

MECHANICAL SERVICES AND MAINTENANCE MANAGER
Name: Robert Howell (Michigan based)
Company: American Roads
Role: Responsible for oversight of the installation of all tolling components of the Project
and leading the maintenance support after rehabilitation of the bridges.
Relevant Projects: Detroit Windsor Tunnel, Foley Beach Express, Emerald Mountain
Express, Montgomery Expressway, Tuscaloosa Bypass, Downbeach Express

Robert Howell, CFM.
American Roads LLC

3 ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY
3.2 KEY PROJECT PERSONEL

Bio: Robert has over 40 years of experience with facilities management, maintenance,
and construction project administration. He has worked for American Roads for 26
years and has successfully completed and managed many projects from an engineering,
maintenance, budgeting, project management and construction prospective. Robert has
experience in control management and management of toll related electrical components
and maintenance. He provides a significant amount of knowledge in automation of
systems and overseeing and maintaining day to day operations.
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COMMUNICATIONS AND COMMUNITY RELATIONS
COORDINATOR
Name: Kori Innocente
Company: American Roads
Role: Lead marketing and promotions efforts related to construction and tolling phases,
manage community and stakeholder relations, provide traffic management and local
community benefit solutions.

Kori Innocente .
American Roads LLC

Relevant Projects: Detroit Windsor Tunnel, Foley Beach Express, Emerald Mountain
Express, Montgomery Expressway, Tuscaloosa Bypass, Downbeach Express
Bio: Kori has over 8 years of experience in the industry with a specialization in advertising
and graphic design. She specializes in print design, social media, project management
and user experience. Kori has been instrumental in the design and launch of multiple
campaigns related to construction and toll rate adjustments for American Roads. In
these projects she focused her efforts in engaging the public with a combination of brand
consistency, clean design and effective communication to ensure a fluid transitions during
these periods.

3.3 Communication Plan and Project Workload
Stakeholder communications will be handled by Project Director, Neal Belitsky or Kori Innocente, Communications and
Community Relations Coordinator, depending on the activity for the term of the Agreement. Neal and Kori along with many other
team members, are located within two hours driving distance of Bay City, in the metro-Detroit area. Close proximity will keep
communication lines more accessible, give parties additional flexibility and offer more face-to-face meetings with Bay City officials,
the community, and other relevant parties. The team will be available 24/7 to address any needs or concerns.
American Roads will establish steps for successful completion of the Project and will take actions to ensure the schedule timeline
and project milestones are met. The first key management action is to ensure that proper project planning is performed,
followed by the development of a project task list and an action plan to execute on the project tasks. Within project planning,
a timeline of the project tasks and resource requirements, as well as how various deliverables are produced and tested by the
team will be delivered to Bay City. The planning phase will also consider how to arrange resources in the most effective manner
and to identify the potential sources of risks and the mitigation of each of these risks. It is important that the project goals and
required deliverables will be continuously monitored for compliance and in accordance with the highest level of quality standards.
Additionally, management’s execution of the action plan of the Project is equally as important. Executing the Project in accordance
with the planning document and monitoring the progress of the project task list against the baseline plan is crucial to a successful
Project outcome. To ensure timely project delivery, American Roads will establish a regular communication plan with Bay City
personnel using a mix of in-person meetings, conference calls, webcasts, community events and update sessions tailored to the
needs of Bay City.

3 ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY
3.2 KEY PROJECT PERSONEL / 3.3 COMMUNICATION
PLAN AND PROJECT WORKLOAD
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4 References and Awards

Team Lead: American Roads

Team Lead: Toebe

Project: Alabama Toll Operations

Project: Zilwaukee Bridge Bearing Replacement (CMGC)

Client: American Roads Technologies, LLC (current)

Client: PCL Civil Constructors / Michigan Department of .
Transportation

Services: Asset management and toll implementation
Contact Information: Mack Roberts, Project Manager .
mroberts@americanroads.com, (334) 318-9510

Services: Toebe provided all the labor and a majority of the
equipment for the replacement of all pier and expansion
bearings on the Zilwaukee Bridge. Toebe’s scope of work
includes the installation of all specialized platforms, jacking
and bridge retrofit work required to replace all 116 bridge
bearings on I-75 and Ramp H over M-13, the Saginaw River .
and H&E Railroad in the cities of Zilwaukee and Buena Vista.

Team Lead: Volkert

Contact Information: Todd Schille (813) 267-4193 (PCL)
Matt Chynoweth (517) 243- 4302 (MDOT)

Project: Stennis Space Center
Client: Syncom Space Services
Services: Bridge inspection services for fixed bridges, .
bascule bridge, and culverts
Contact Information: Michael Braiwick, CMRP; Architectural
System Engineer
Christian.m.braiwick@nasa.gov, (228) 688-3032

Team Lead: Modjeski & Masters
Project: Houghton Hancock Vertical Lift Bridge
Client: Michigan Department of Transportation
Services: Movable Bridge Design and Construction Inspection
Contact Information: Jose Garcia
GARCIAJ@michigan.gov, (517) 373-0075

4 REFERENCES AND AWARDS
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5 Project Investment Approach
5.1 Proposal and Pricing
3. Tolling schedule that minimizes rates to local users

American Roads is proposing an efficient yet effective
investment approach that solves Bay City’s challenges with
respect to the Independence and Liberty Bridges: mounting
future capital requirements to operate and maintain aging,
city-owned transportation infrastructure. Given our analysis
conducted to date and understanding of the Project, we have
concluded the following:

4. Availability of non-tolled options for Bay City residents.
to utilize when crossing the Saginaw River
5. Significant investment in the Independence Bridge with
Bay City maintaining ownership
6. Opportunity for the City to share in future Project .
revenue streams

1. Rehabilitation of the Independence Bridge paired with
demolition of the Liberty Bridge will provide an optimal,
long-term solution to the issues faced by the City

This Proposal aims to satisfy the above through a substantial
rehabilitation of the Independence Bridge that will not
only improve the bridge’s structure, but also bring new
and innovative mechanical and electrical upgrades to
ensure smooth and efficient operation going forward. The
rehabilitation project provides Bay City’s economy with a
near-term economic stimulus supported by $60 million of
investment for rehabilitation work on the Independence
Bridge as well as a riverside beautification project for the
Liberty Bridge, work which will be completed using local labor.
The initial investment will be followed by ongoing repairs
and maintenance for a term of 50 years that are expected
to total more than $150 million. American Roads intends to
staff the new customer service center with Bay City residents
and subcontract with the City or another local company for
maintenance activities, such as snow removal and groundskeeping, providing more local employment.

2. A reasonable level of tolling for all bridge users will
minimize the impact of traffic diversion on Bay City’s
free alternatives and ensure that traffic congestion is
managed and minimized
The above conclusions are made in light of current and
forecasted population and traffic levels for the Target
Area, which do not necessitate four crossings over the
Saginaw River. Additionally, given the upcoming Lafayette
Bridge reconstruction project, a full reconstruction of the
Independence Bridge in the near-term would be problematic
for Bay City traffic and potentially wasteful given the structure’s
sound design and remaining useful life. Therefore, we have
crafted an approach to satisfy the Project and the City’s goals,
which we understand to be as follows:
1. Safe and efficient flow of traffic throughout the
community
2. Relief of future operations and maintenance expenditures
associated with the City’s owned bridges

5 PROJECT INVESTMENT APPROACH
5.1 PROPOSAL AND PRICING
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The table below provides a snapshot of the financial approach of American Roads’ Proposal.

Project structure

Rehabilitation period + 50-year operation concession

Near-term capital investment

$60 million

Lifecycle capital investment

$210 million

Proposed toll rates (registered)

$0.75 resident / $1.50 non-resident

Proposed toll rates (non-registered)

$2.00 resident / non-resident

% of revenue from non-Bay City residents

80–82%

Number of Bay City traffic lanes over Saginaw River tolled

4 of 10 (40%)

5.2 Rehabilitation Overview
With a well-planned bridge preservation plan, our approach
will improve Saginaw River bridge crossing infrastructure in
Bay City over the short and long term without substantially
impacting travel or traffic. We will work closely with Bay City
and the Michigan Department of Transportation to coordinate
the execution of these plans. With our focus of making
investments that deliver returns responsibly, we firmly believe
a rehabilitation approach that minimizes overall tolls for the
greatest number of bridge users, with a particular focus on
City residents, is the best approach for the Bay City P3. This
approach will incorporate the latest technologies in bascule
bridge operation to ensure smooth, uninterrupted operation,
longevity and most importantly, a safe option for the
stakeholders utilizing the bridges on a daily, weekly or monthly
basis.

When analyzing the rehabilitation requirements to preserve this
bridge, compared against the impacts of replacing the bridge,
we believe Bay City and its citizens will be better served through
a regimented rehabilitation and preservation program. We
anticipate that the replacement of this bridge would impact traffic
for more than two-years, either during or following the delays and
impacts encountered through the replacement of the Lafayette
Bridge, and this does not appear to be an optimal solution or
scenario for the people of Bay City and the surrounding areas.
The Independence Bridge still has the original deck system in
place over the fixed spans. While the deck has served well as the
riding surface, it is aging from service and the impacts of harsh
conditions of Michigan winters. We will conduct a detailed deck
survey to determine the concrete degradation and the degree of
chloride penetration into the deck. Based on the current findings
in the bridge inspection reports and the age of the deck, we
feel that we will be able to perform a partial deck replacement
using the “hydroblast” method. This work will consist of bridge
deck surface preparation using hydro-demolition for selective
removal of unsound concrete at variable depths in the structural
deck slab and for providing a rough and bondable surface. This
also includes water control, shielding, all removal and disposal
of concrete and debris, additional trim work, cleaning and other
preparatory work at the site necessary to prepare the bridge deck.

Independence Bridge
Structurally, Independence is in fair condition, as per recent
inspection results, and the foundations, according to the 2018
underwater inspection, do not have any undermining. The bridge
foundations are founded on piling and although the bridge is
beginning to show its age, it is not uncommon for these types of
structures to provide a service life of 100 years and more.

5 PROJECT INVESTMENT APPROACH
5.2 REHABILITATION OVERVIEW
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Independence Bridge to remain a viable fixture in Bay City
for decades. Additionally, we feel the decision to remove the
Liberty Bridge from operation not only reduces overall Project
costs, thereby lowering long-term toll rates, but also provides
the City with creative tourism and recreational opportunities
through a riverside beautification project that the American
Roads team would be happy to explore with the City in .
the future.

Typically, the top 3” of the deck and overlay will be removed
to just below the top layer of reinforcing steel. With the steel
exposed, we also plan to install cathodic protection system using
galvanic anodes to further extend the service life of this work.
After the surface is prepared, the deck will be overlaid with a latex
modified concrete (“LMC”) or very early strength latex modified
concrete (“VESLMC”) and sealed with a methacrylate sealer.
In addition, there are several critical issues that will be resolved
at this unique structure. The first being to reset the rocker
bearings at Piers 9S and 10S. We plan on lifting this span and
resetting the bearings in Year 1, allowing the bridge to contract
and expand again as it was intended. While this rehabilitation
is in progress, we would also service the pin and hangers in this
span. Additionally, we would perform a major rehabilitation and
upgrading of the mechanical and electrical systems including the
brakes and locks for the bascule spans.

Near-Term Replacement Will Cause Severe Traffic
Congestion Issues
In our planned approach to rehabilitation and preservation,
we have coordinated our efforts between the Independence
and Liberty Bridges while being mindful of the repairs and
replacement plans of MDOT at the Veterans’ and Lafayette
Bridges. The citizens of Bay City have been plagued by
congestion during the recent emergency repairs to the Liberty
Bridge alongside the on-going rehabilitation project at the
Veterans’ Bridge. Aside from safety, our top priority is to
maintain a smooth commute for the citizens of Bay City and
the surrounding region.

While this rehabilitation is being performed, we also plan to
replace the expansion joints and current concrete/aluminum rail
system with an aluminum vehicular rail to separate traffic from
pedestrians and new pedestrian rail system that meets current
state standards. This rail system will look similar to the rail system
currently used at the Liberty Bridge and will remove the reinforced
concrete parapet which is prone to spalling and delamination
initiated by the salt spray from snow removal. Additionally, the
floor beams of the superstructure will be repaired as needed
and the superstructure components will be painted. The fender
system and substructure will be repaired as needed.

In order to reduce traffic impacts while performing the
tasks outlined in our proposal, much of the work will be
completed during off-peak (nights and weekends) times.
We also anticipate being able to keep at least two lanes of
traffic flowing during the majority of the maintenance and
rehabilitation process. Should a full bridge closure be required,
every effort will be made to limit these to off-peak times, and .
only for several hours at a time. In total, it is estimated that the.
rehabilitation will require 38 full closure days, and approximately.
120 days of traffic management, with reduced lanes.

5.3 Rehabilitation Considerations
In determining our optimal solution and project timeline, the
American Roads team considered a number of factors that
have a direct impact on the citizens of Bay City, as described
further below.

A Holistic Traffic Management Plan Is Essential
With numerous stakeholders involved on this Project, there is a
potential for significant negative economic impact if vehicular
and marine traffic are not managed properly. Our plan is
focused on maintaining mobility around the Independence and
Liberty Bridges and minimizing stakeholder impacts. American
Roads will draw on recent traffic management experience at
the DWT; given the critical nature of this cross-border asset,
there was a focus on ensuring that the rehabilitation schedule
minimized lane closures and impacts to the commuting public
on both sides of the border. The American Roads team intends

Neither Structure Requires Replacement
The Independence and Liberty bridges are 43 and 36 years
old, respectively. While the most recent bridge inspection
report graded the bridges in fair (5) condition overall, bridges
of this type and design routinely reach ages of 100+ years
with routine maintenance and rehabilitation. Our planned
rehabilitation and prescribed preservation plan will allow the
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to apply lessons learned from this recent rehabilitation to the
Bay City bridges to maximize value for the City.
American Roads’ TMP will minimize inconvenience to the
travelling public and marine traffic, and maintain access to
residential and commercial properties by:
n

n

n

Signals and timing;

n

Traffic control; and

n

Communication / coordination

Under the traffic control component, our TMP will describe
how to maintain safety, mobility, and reduce impacts through
the use of temporary pavement, clear signing, safety barriers,
and proactive notifications of lane shifts, lane closures, and
detours. An example under lane closures would provide
requirements for bridge construction during off-peak, lowestvolume travel times.

Coordinating with relevant agencies to understand marine
traffic schedules;
Performing active outreach to stakeholders for feedback
on traffic control activities;

n

Reducing the overall completion schedule;

n

Reducing construction duration impacts;

n

Maintaining capacity on controlled access roadways;

Our Proposal Focuses on Long-Term, Responsible Investment

Ensuring that signals and signage are efficient and easily
understood through daily inspections;

During the time that the Independence and Liberty bridges
continue to serve the citizens of Bay City, we plan to maintain
the prescribed scheduled preservation and rehabilitation
activities. Some of these needs and their frequencies will be
determined during our systematic and routine inspections of
both structures.

n

n

Holding frequent traffic control meetings with the
appropriate Bay City, stakeholder and American Roads
personnel.

The TMP, to be coordinated with the City, county and MDOT,
will describe traffic management policies and procedures for its
five components:
n

Traffic management;

n

Access management;

The table below provides a high-level overview of some of the
projects and costs associated with our Proposal:

COSTS OF SERVICES TABLE
Service

Cost (2019)

Independence Bridge Rehabilitation

$47.2M

Toll Systems Installation and Maintenance

$2.6M

Liberty Bridge Demolition & Riverside Beautification

$8.7M

Pre-Demolition Operations & Maintenance Expenditures

$0.8M

Ongoing Maintenance, Repair, and Inspection Capital Expenditures

$150.0M

Total Costs of Services(1)

$209.3M

(1) Excludes costs associated with toll collections, bridge management, and other overhead expenditures
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5.4 Tolling Approach
5.4.1 Communications and Outreach Plan Regarding Tolls

American Roads firmly believes that a comprehensive
understanding of the immediate and surrounding-area
demographics and traffic trends is essential to providing
an optimal tolling solution. Utilizing a number of publiclyavailable, private and proprietary information sources, we have
determined the following:

American Roads’ team members’ experience includes .
building community support for the introduction of tolling
in a number of communities across the country. Support
for the Project will be a key element of the American Roads’
communications and outreach plan, and the promotion
of tolling will begin approximately six months in advance
rehabilitation of Independence. American Roads will work
with local community groups, the media, and government
to promote the advantages of tolling and enroll customers.
Media days, where members of the media are invited to get
an up-close look and are able to ask questions and attend
community meetings, are examples of American Roads’
communications and outreach plan.

1. The majority (69%+) of Independence and Liberty Bridge
users are non-Bay City residents
2. More than 50% of Bay City residents that use the
Independence and Liberty Bridges have a household
income above the City’s average household income
3. The average journey time between all originations and
all destinations for all four of Bay City’s crossings over the
Saginaw River is 35 minutes and 44 seconds

An on-site local Bridge Manager will be identified upon the
commencement of the Project in order to begin early toll
account enrollment and serve as our ‘face in the community,’
facilitating a smoother customer experience. Our manager
will be a Bay City resident and will meet with local groups
to promote the Project and discuss the benefits provided by
early account enrollment and overall transponder usage.
Enrollment kiosks and information tables will be used at
scheduled community events, and a social media campaign
will be used to provide updates on an ongoing basis, keeping
the communities and driving public updated with rehabilitation
and maintenance activity and current traffic information.

Taking into account the overall income levels of Bay City,
Bay County and surrounding areas where bridge users have
origination and destination points, and incorporating an
understanding of (1), (2) and (3) above, our traffic analysis has
led us to determine the following:
1. Our tolling scheme and approach for Bay City residents
should result in traffic diversion of approximately
35% of current total average daily traffic crossing the
Independence and Liberty bridges. This is primarily due
to a tolling approach that highly encourages residents
to set up a transponder account to take advantage of a
substantial toll discount from the non-account holder .
toll rate

5.4.2 Approach to Setting Toll Rates
American Roads has introduced affordable and acceptable
toll rates at projects throughout North America, and our
experience includes the introduction and implementation
of tolling in new areas. Toll rate schedules and policies for

2. The combination of our renovation and tolling approach
results in an average journey time across Bay City’s three
crossings over the Saginaw River (excluding Liberty) of 37
minutes and 40 seconds, an increase of only 1 minute and
56 seconds
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both the bascule bridges will be reviewed to ensure fair and
reasonable tolls within the expectations of the Bay City and the
community. American Roads will utilize traffic data and studies
in developing and setting toll rates that cover the cost of the
Project and that maximizes traffic considering rate sensitivity
in the community and region. Below are the toll rates that
American Roads is proposing:

PROPOSED TOLL TRANSACTION RATE TABLE
Heavy Vehicles

Transaction Type

Light Vehicles
2 and 3-axles

4-axles

5-axles or more

Bay City Resident - Transponder/Account Holder

$0.75

$1.25

$1.75

Non-Resident - Transponder/Account Holder

$1.50

$2.00

$2.50

Non-Resident - LPR/Non-Account Holder

$2.00

$2.50

$3.00

Engaging customers and getting them comfortable with the use of tolling is a very important step in the process. This
will require a proactive approach to acclimate customers and communities with the introduction of tolls. In addition, we
would schedule Town Hall meetings to introduce the communities to the Project and welcome questions and potential
suggestions.

5.4.3 Toll Collection System
Our Toll Collection System
(“TCS”) will include a
tolling zone adjacent to
each bridge. Each zone
will have a gantry with
cameras for license plate
recognition and readers
for window transponders
that generates a customer
transaction for each vehicle using the bridges. Our TCS will
first identify each transaction, then link the transaction to
the relevant identifier using electronic video tolling / LPR or a
transponder. Lasers will be used to correctly classify vehicles,
resulting in traffic flow with no interruptions.

deposit requirement. Mobile applications will also be available
for paying tolls and for account management. All of these
solutions have been used successfully in Michigan, New Jersey,
Alabama and other
locations throughout .
North America.
Our TCS will generate and
process a transaction for
each vehicle, verifying the
classification and assigning
the correct toll rate and
aggregated transactions
are captured in real time. Our TCS will monitor for failures and
interfaces real-time with our back-office system and supports
an accurate and secure vault operation environment. As part
of our enforcement process, American Roads will coordinate
with a third-party company to obtain vehicle registration data
when violation follow-up is required. License plate review and
invoicing/collections will be overseen by American Roads.

Customers will be able to open accounts online via website
or mobile device, by mail, at a community event, and at
a customer service center in Bay City. An account will be
established and funded by the customer and upon use of
funds, will be replenished automatically via a link to a credit
or debit card, wallet or bank account, with no minimum
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Debt

Proactive programs will be in place to reduce American
Roads’ toll revenue risk and potential negative perceptions of
tolling. This approach has proven to be reliable, efficient and
consistent throughout the U.S. in moving traffic and reducing
the risks related to violations.

The team intends to compete various forms of debt financing
in order to create tension between funding sources and lower
overall Project costs, while ensuring that this multi-track
approach includes multiple sources of financing for increased
flexibility and adequate redundancy in the financing plan.
The team will engage with highly qualified advisors, including
traffic and revenue, technical and legal advisors, early in the
process so that any risks can be properly identified, understood,
and addressed through appropriate commercial risk transfer
and/or financial structuring. Lenders will be provided with
access to all advisors and diligence, as needed. The team plans
to receive sign-off from lenders on all key contractual terms as
early in the process as possible in order to reduce execution risk
and the time required to reach financial close on the Project.

American Roads’ tolling technology allows for the free flow
of traffic via a combination of electronic video tolling / LPR
and window decal transponder. Travelers will be encouraged
to open an account and will be issued a transponder at no
cost. Those not wanting a transponder will be offered the
opportunity to open an account using their license plate.

5.5 Financing Approach
American Roads’ financing plan will be developed based .
on the proven track record of successful project financings led
by DIF. Having financed 200 infrastructure projects across the
globe, including 40 P3 projects, DIF has established itself as a
credible partner for equity investors and lending institutions
around the world. The American Roads team will develop a
financing plan and secure an optimal funding solution for the
Project that minimizes overall financing costs and maximizes
execution certainty and capital structure stability.

The American Roads team anticipates that the Project’s debt
financing sources may include one or more of the following:
n

5.5.1 Financial Structure Considerations

n

The Project will be financed by a combination of debt and
equity which will be repaid through toll revenue. The traffic
risk nature of the transaction is of greater complexity from a
financing perspective than an availability-style transaction (i.e.
fixed payments from the project authority for providing the
asset) which requires strong expertise in structuring revenue
risk projects of similar nature. A financing structure that proves
to be resilient to various scenario and sensitivity cases related
to key economic drivers such as ramp-up times, economic
scenarios, and demand elasticity has been developed for the
long-term stability and success of the Project.

5 PROJECT INVESTMENT APPROACH
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Bank Debt: The team will solicit terms from the short
and medium-term bank market. The bank market has
demonstrated a strong appetite for both construction and
traffic-risk transactions. The American Roads team has
relationships with numerous banks that have strong trackrecords of lending into toll-risk P3 projects.
Private Placement Market:This market is extremely robust
at all investment grade credit levels, and DIF has recently
secured a multi-hundred million dollar private placement
financing for its Northwest Parkway P3 project. The private
placement market readily accepts toll-road risk and the
team believes that this market will provide substantially
more capacity than is required to finance the Project.

Equity
DIF will provide all of the equity required for the Project without
the need for third-party investors. This provides certainty of
funding for a key component of the capital structure.
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5.5.2 Additional Financial Considerations
DIF’s institutional focus on making investments that deliver
returns responsibly provides an additional set of checks
and balances for each financing plan that DIF is involved in.
Establishing affordable toll levels is a key Project goal and
depends on several factors, including initial and ongoing
maintenance, inspection, capital improvement costs, bridge
and toll collection operations, and the violation enforcement
regime in place to address unpaid tolls and delinquent
accounts. Specific considerations made by the American Roads
team to maintain affordable toll levels during the Project’s
lifecycle include:
n

n

n

n

The American Roads team expects to be able to provide
meaningful feedback to Bay City on toll levels at the oneon-one meetings and throughout the Project process.

With an expectation that more than 80% of toll revenue will
come from non-Bay City residents, our financing approach
considers the ability to pay, the likelihood of transponder
adoption, and the economic trends and projections for the
Target Area where bridge users have shown trip originations
and destinations. The extensive work performed to understand
each bridge’s true maintenance needs, as well as a proper
tolling regime to implement has provided us with confidence in
the financing approach that we plan to use for the Project.

Ability to maintain lower overall toll rates through
disciplined expense management for renovation,
operations and maintenance of tolling systems.
Lower upfront tolls can be established if toll rates are able
to escalate under a mechanism that allows increases at
the greater of (i) a fixed percentage rate, (ii) inflation,
and/or (iii) some other measure of affordability such
as regional GDP per capita. This toll rate mechanism is
present on several prominent toll road P3 assets.
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Clear and certain regulatory provisions that permit the
recovery of violators’ unpaid tolls and application of
administrative fees to toll violators will reduce the required
toll for users in good standing.
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6 Proposed Timeline
American Roads’ proposed timeline focuses on providing Bay City with improved access to crossings over the Saginaw River.
Recent traffic congestion issues caused by the emergency repairs on the Liberty Bridge alongside ongoing Veterans’ Bridge
repairs has demonstrated the importance of a responsible timeline and more importantly a thoughtful approach to the Project.
With the Lafayette Bridge reconstruction project scheduled to begin in May 2020 and last for 24-months, it is necessary for the
Independence and Liberty bridges to remain substantially open to traffic. Our Proposal achieves this with only 38 planned closures
during that project’s scheduled timeline. We believe this project goal will establish American Roads as a trusted partner of Bay
City’s residents early in the Project’s life, well before bridge users are ever required to pay any tolls. The table below provides an
overview of our expected delivery of services:

DELIVERY OF SERVICE TABLE

6 PROPOSED TIMELINE

Service

Start Date

Duration

Finalized Agreement & Lease Payment with Bay City

06/28/19

3 months

Assume Operations & Maintenance Responsibilities

10/01/19

Rehab+ 50 years

Design & Engineering

10/01/19

2 months

Project Permitting (State, Coast Guard)

12/01/19

9-12 months

Tolling Proposal Approval (City, County, State)

03/01/20

6 months

Independence Bridge Rehabilitation

11/15/20

12 months

Toll Systems Installation & Testing

05/01/21

2 months

Begin Customer Service Operations

07/01/21

6 months

Begin Tolling

01/01/22

50 years

Liberty Bridge Demolition & Riverside Beautification

01/01/22

6 months

Ongoing Inspection, Maintenance & Repair

01/01/22

50 years
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The following table outlines our expected significant expenditures for our rehabilitation plan:

REHABILITATION PLAN
Date

Project

Project Duration

2020

Deck (hydroblast and replace, replace joints, new rail
system, replace approach slabs); Super (full paint);
Sub (patch); Ancillary (fender repair); Scour (riprap);
Electrical Repairs III; Mechanical Repairs III: Bascule
(deck repairs, deck jt maint) Super (jack bearings, repair
floorbeams, service pin & hanger)  

365 days

100 days including 35 days .
of full closure (limited to .
off-peak times)

2021

Sub (repair backwall); Ancillary (Gantry construction)
Complete E&M repairs

35 days

20 days including 3 days of
full closure (limited to .
off-peak times)

2022

Liberty demolition and riverside beautification project

180 days

NA

2032

Deck (patch, jt replacement, rail repairs); Sub (patch);
Super (spot paint); Electrical Repairs I; Mechanical .
Repairs I; Bascule (deck repairs)

60 days

15 days includes 2 days of .
full closure (limited to .
off-peak times)

2037

Deck (patch); Sub (patch); Super (zone paint)

5 days

5 days of localized restrictions

2042

Deck (patch, jt replacement, rail repairs); Sub (patch);
Super (spot paint); Electrical Repairs II; Mechanical .
Repairs II; Bascule (deck repairs, jt maint; Structural
Repair I)

2047

Deck (patch); Sub (patch); Super (zone paint)

5 days

5 days of localized restrictions

2052

Deck (patch, jt replacement, rail repairs); Sub (patch);
Super (spot paint); Electrical Repairs I; Mechanical .
Repairs I; Bascule (deck repairs)

60 days

15 days includes 2 days of .
full closure (limited to .
off-peak times)

2057

Deck (patch); Sub (patch); Super (zone paint)

5 days

5 days of localized restrictions

2062

Deck (patch, jt replacement, rail repairs); Sub (patch);
Super (full paint); Electrical Repairs II; Mechanical Repairs II; Bascule (deck repairs; jt maint)

2067

Deck (patch); Sub (patch); Bascule (Structural Repairs II)

2072

Deck (patch, jt replacement, rail repairs); Sub (patch);
Super (spot paint); Electrical Repairs I; Mechanical .
Repairs I; Bascule (steel deck replacement); Scour (riprap)

6 PROPOSED TIMELINE

52

120 days

120 days

Traffic Impact

40 days includes 5 days of.
full closure (limited to .
off-peak times)

40 days includes 5 days of .
full closure (limited to .
off-peak times)

5 days

5 days of localized restrictions

60 days

15 days includes 2 days of .
full closure (limited to .
off-peak times)
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American Roads and its partners have received all necessary approvals for submission of this Proposal. This Proposal itself does
not constitute an offer or contract capable of being accepted or impose any commitment, express or implied, on any party in
any respect regarding the Project, the provisions hereof, or otherwise and does not create any obligation with respect to the
Proposal. No contract or agreement providing for any transaction will be deemed to exist between unless and until the definitive
documentation for the Project has been executed.
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7 Representative Exhibits
American Roads and its partners performed substantial due
diligence in development of this Proposal, including:  
n
n
n

With the due diligence performed, American Roads and its
partners have received all necessary approvals for submission
of this Proposal Relevant information for this Proposal is
outlined in the exhibits below.   

a technical review of bridge conditions;
preliminary design, engineering and cost estimates; and,
a level-one traffic and revenue study.

7.1 Rationale for Rehabilitation and Demolition Approach to the Project
analytics firm, and MDOT reported figures and analytics, we
have determined that the AADT on Bay City’s free alternative
crossings over the Saginaw River, the Veterans’ Memorial and
Lafayette Bridges, has declined by more than 15% over the past
12 years. Additionally, data collected from economic reports
and studies suggests the AADT across Bay City’s Saginaw River
crossings will continue to experience annual declines during
the Agreement period. Exhibits 7.1.1, 7.1.2, 7.1.3 and 7.1.4
outline a portion of the data collected.

The American Roads team analyzed several approaches to
deliver the replacement, rehabilitation, and demolition of
the Independence and Liberty Bridges. Following the review
of historic and projected economic and traffic trends for the
Target Area, American Roads developed a subsidy-free solution
that fits the needs of the City and its stakeholders. Our final
conclusion is substantially similar to the Final Recommendation
outlined on page 46 of Bay City’s “Bridge, Traffic & Operations
Study” dated December 10, 2018. Through a review of
figures obtained from Streetlight Data, a traffic data and

7.1.1 Veterans’ Memorial and
Lafayette Bridge AADT –
2017
Per MDOT data, the total AADT of the
Veterans’ Memorial and Lafayette
Bridges in 2017 was 44,632, as
depicted by the combination of the
traffic figures for the two bridges
shown, upper (Veterans’ Memorial
Bridge) labeled in purple (25,874),
lower (Lafayette Bridge) labeled in
yellow (18,758).  
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7.1.2 Veterans’ Memorial and Lafayette Bridge AADT – 2006
Per MDOT data, the total AADT of the Veterans’ Memorial and Lafayette Bridges in 2006 was 53,100, as depicted by the
combination of the traffic figures for the two bridges shown, upper (Veterans’ Memorial Bridge) labeled in purple (34,400), .
lower (Lafayette Bridge) labeled in yellow (18,700).
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7.1.3 2016-2018 AADT of Proposal Target Area
In determining the optimal solution for Bay City, American Roads utilized multiple data sources, including the Bay County Area
Transportation Study traffic figures. Notice that none of the Saginaw River crossings show an AADT higher than 30,000 vehicles .
per day.

Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT)
Bay County, Michigan 2016-2018
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7.1.4 Bay City and Bay County Population Trends
Per data collected from World Population Review as well as a May 2017 US Conference of Mayors study, the decline in AADT for
Bay City’s Saginaw River crossings can partially be explained by a decline in overall population of the region, which is a trend that is
expected to continue gradually into the foreseeable future.

BAY COUNTY AND BAY CITY POPULATION
Bay City population peaked in 1960 and Bay County in 1980
Bay County and Bay City Population
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According to a May 2017 study from the US Conference of Mayors, population in Bay County is predicted to
decrease from 104,900 (2016) to 98,800 (2046), a reduction of 5.8% or 0.18% CAGR.
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7.2 Understanding the Impact Tolling will Have on Bay City Residents
In determining an optimal solution for the Project, the American Roads team performed a thorough review of the traffic
composition of Bay City’s crossings over the Saginaw River. Our final conclusions on the proposed tolling rates are based on
origination and destination data, time of day congestion relief usage patterns and seasonality trends for all bridge users. .
Exhibits 7.2.1, 7.2.2 and 7.2.3 outline a portion of the data collected.

7.2.1 Bay City Saginaw River Crossing Traffic Composition
Based on information gathered from Streetlight Data, Bay City residents account for a combined 31% of AADT on the Independence
and Liberty Bridges. At 28% resident traffic, the Independence Bridge is the least-used Saginaw River crossing by Bay City residents.

Bay City is home for 28% of Independence traffic and 35% of Liberty traffic
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Independence and Liberty
bridges have currently the lowest
participation of Bay County traffic
among the four bridges.
Independence and Liberty bridges
have currently the highest
participation of Bay County traffic.
Traffic from outsideof Bay City
and Bay County is in the range of
20–30% for all four bridges.
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7.2.2 Bay City Saginaw River Crossing Time of Day Traffic Trends
Based on information gathered from Streetlight Data, Bay City’s Saginaw River crossings do not experience significant traffic
increases during peak morning and peak afternoon travel periods. The lack of peak-period congestion provides increased rationale
for the Liberty Bridge demolition outlined in the American Roads Proposal.

Distribution of bridge traffic by time of day on a weekday

45.0%
40.0%
35.0%

Using the streetlight data we are
able to identify the distribution
of traffic across a weekday on all
bridges combined.

30.0%
25.0%
20.0%

This shows traffic levels are
relatively flat across the day.

15.0%

Hourly flows in the PM peak are
the highest at 7% of daily traffic
occuring in each of the two hours.

10.0%
5.0%
0.0%
AM Peak (7–9)

Middle of Day (9–4)
Per hour
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Per period
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Night (6pm–7am)
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7.2.3 Bay City Saginaw River Crossing Seasonal Traffic Trends
Based on information gathered from Streetlight Data for the entire Target Area, we were able to determine the seasonality impact
of traffic across Bay City’s Saginaw River crossings. The limited impact from seasonality provides increased rationale for the Liberty
Bridge demolition outlined in the American Roads Proposal as no single bridge becomes critical to the network during various
times of the year.

Distribution of bridge traffic by sector and summer and winter variation

22% is Bay City-Bay City.
25% is Intermediate-Intermediate

52% is Intermediate-Bay City.
Virtually no traffic to/from Cordon
Using the streetlight data we are
able to identify trips by sector:

30.0%

• An outer cordon (trips to
or from areas beyond the
counties immediately
around Bay County?

25.0%
20.0%

• Bay City

15.0%

• Intermediate area between
Bay City and the cordon

10.0%

We also looked at summer
and winter, finding traffic levels
similar, although slightly lower,
by 5%, in the summer

5.0%
0%

Cordon

Bay City
Cordon

Bay City
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7.3 Understanding the Potential for and Impact of
Traffic Diversion due to Tolling
The American Roads Proposal was crafted with great consideration given to the potential for and impact of traffic diversion due
to tolling. Our solution combines the factors outlined in exhibit sections 7.1 and 7.2 with specific traffic diversion analysis based on
origination/destination and demographic information for all bridge users as well as the overall traffic impact tolling will have on all
Saginaw River crossings. Exhibits 7.3.1, 7.3.2, 7.3.3 and 7.3.4 outline a portion of the data collected.

7.3.1 Capture Model Results of a Tolled Liberty vs Free Alternative
Based on proprietary data sources and information provided by Vivid Economics, American Roads was able to determine that
the capture rate for Liberty Bridge users declined substantially with any practical level of tolling. This decline is driven by the fact
that the relative time savings of the Liberty Bridge is inconsequential when compared to the Veterans’ Bridge for most origin/
destination combinations, resulting in a low willingness to pay to use the Liberty Bridge. The capture model chart below depicts the
low willingness to pay based on modelled and real capture rates for a sample of trips across the Liberty Bridge. The steepness of
the traffic decline (red and blue line) resulting from increased cost depicts a potential scenario for a toll-on environment.

Capture Model Results: Liberty (tolled) vs Free Alternative
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7.3.2 Traffic Diversion Impact to Free Alternative Travel Times
American Roads’ Proposal accounts for traffic flow and reduced speeds based on traffic diversion due to tolling. Our solution is
aimed at optimizing travel times and speeds across all Bay City Saginaw River crossings. The illustration below outlines some of the
impacts traffic diversion from tolling can have to free nearby alternatives.

Example of Reducing Speed with Flow
The example shown, taken from google maps,
shows traffic using the Veterans’ bridge:
• Takes about 13 minutes (median of
10 and 16) to travel 5.2 miles
•		This gives a speed of 24 mph
The graph to the left shows how this speed
reduces as the 2017 average hourly traffic
(AHT) on Veterans’ bridge (725 vehicles per
hour one way) increase by 10%, 20%, 30% etc.
With double the traffic:
• The average speed has dropped to 14 mph
• On the journey time has increased to
22 minutes
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7.3.3 Traffic Diversion to Free Alternatives Based on Various Toll Rate Scenarios
American Roads’ Proposal was crafted to minimize the impact traffic diversion will have on Bay City’s free alternative crossings over
the Saginaw River. Our analysis suggests that an increased rate on either Bay City or non-Bay City residents will have substantial,
adverse impacts to the Veterans’ Memorial and Lafayette Bridges.

% Traffic Increase to Free Alternatives
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7.3.4 US-Based Toll-Off to Toll-On Traffic Diversion Comparison
In researching other US-based toll-off to toll-on traffic diversion situations, American Roads was able to verify the diversion statistics
presented by our analysis. The example below is from a toll-off to toll-on situation in Louisville, Kentucky, between alternatives
further apart than Liberty Bridge and Veterans’ Bridge, where traffic diversion exceeded 50% at a toll rate of $1.38.

Traffic Levels, 2013 vs. 2018
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Appendix B
Addendum Acknowledgment
A D D E N D U M NO. 1

(Revised 06/09)

TO:

All Prospective Bidders

FROM:

City of Bay City Purchasing Department

SUBJECT:

Public Private Partnership (P3) Replacement, Rehabilitation,
Operations and Maintenance of Two Bascule Bridges RFP #19-508

DATE:

April 11, 2019

This addendum forms a part of the bidding documents and modifies the original
bidding documents dated March 14, 2019 as noted below. Where any article of
the original Bidding Documents is modified or deleted by the articles contained in
this Addendum, the unaltered portion of that article, paragraph, subparagraph or
clause shall remain in effect. Bidder shall acknowledge receipt of this Addendum
in the space provided below and return in the bid proposal.
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Can the City provide access to, or can you allow us to access Coast Guard
records pertaining to vessel information (size (length, width, height), cargo type,
origin/destination, etc.) for ships that travel the Saginaw River and require the
Bay City bridges to open?
Any Coast Guard questions regarding the bridges should be directed to the
Regional Coast Guard Station in Cleveland, OH. The Coast Guard does not track
shipping but suggested to look at the Lake Carriers Association website for
shipping information at www.lcaships.com
Please provide maintenance logs and schedules for both of the bridges along
with details on major maintenance/capital projects that have been completed
within the last three years?
Attached are the Start and End of season maintenance schedule and the last two
years of major repairs.
Please provide an itemized summary of actual operating costs for the bridges?
Attached are the budgets for both bridges from 2017, 2018 and actual year to
date for the current fiscal year.
Please provide a survey of property to be included as part of the transaction?
Attached are the right of ways for Liberty Bridge and Independence Bridge.
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A D D E N D U M NO. 2

(Revised 06/09)

TO:

All Prospective Bidders

FROM:

City of Bay City Purchasing Department

SUBJECT:

Public Private Partnership (P3) Replacement, Rehabilitation,
Operations and Maintenance of Two Bascule Bridges RFP #19-508

DATE:

April 26, 2019

This addendum forms a part of the bidding documents and modifies the original
bidding documents dated March 14, 2019 as noted below. Where any article of
the original Bidding Documents is modified or deleted by the articles contained in
this Addendum, the unaltered portion of that article, paragraph, subparagraph or
clause shall remain in effect. Bidder shall acknowledge receipt of this Addendum
in the space provided below and return in the bid proposal.
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
1) When the Bridges are closed in January, February & March- A person is on
call for 12hrs to respond to a potential call to open the bridge. What is the
average response time for on call personnel to get to the bridge to open it? 2-12
hours depending on the time of day and the weather conditions (ice or snow on
spans).
2) At the Liberty Bridge- What type of PLC/Microcontrollers are used to operate
the control equipment? General Electric (GE 800 Line MCC).
3) Approximately how old are the GE Adjustable speed drives? If a drive fails are
there any spare parts to replace & what are the ramifications if one goes down.
Believe they are the original drives, the City has some spare boards available, if
a drive fails, the bridge can be operated in E-drive (emergency mode, back up
drive).
4) It was noted on the tour that the Liberty Bridge fails 1 in10 times. What are the
causes of these faults & how are they documented? How much extra time do
these faults add to the wait times for travelers? The City has contracted with ABB
(Asea Brown Boveri Ltd-who is associated with GE) for troubleshooting and
repairing the faults on Liberty Bridge, we have several operational boards
currently out for repair, ABB will be scheduled to be on site for repairs when we
received the repaired boards. The bridge operators write down the faults to
record what caused the fault. When a fault occurs, the operator can reset the
drive which takes less than a minute to do, this does not increase any wait time
for the travelers as the bridge is opened within a safe window to allow the
vessels to pass through safely.
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5) Is there only one power feed? Yes.
6) In the event of a power failure- What are the protocols? If only one feed; is
there an auto transfer switch for a portable generator? Both bridges are equipped
with a backup generator.
7) As noted in the tour, GE/ABB does all the control systems work & repairs. Are
they under contract or on an as-needed time & materials basis? The City uses
City staff, local electrical contractors and GE/ABB for work on the control
systems using both contracted work and time/materials depending on the type of
work that is needed.
8) As noted on the tour, the power is fed using submarine cable from one side of
the bridge to another. Is there rock bed or shielding to protect the cables from
marine traffic? Unknown.
9) How often is preventative maintenance done on the 480v switchgear? Any
detectable hot spots etc? No, not aware of any hot spots.
10) Is there a preventative maintenance program in place? Start and end of
season checklist.
11) Is Mechanical/Electrical equipment repaired as needed or on a scheduled
basis? Repaired as needed.
12) How are maintenance issues tracked? Projects are listed on a white board in
the office.
13) Is there any sort of testing for the steel roadway beams to monitor structural
integrity? No.
14) It was noted during the tour that there was an issue with the rocker bearings
on the Independence Bridge. Is this the first time having this issue? Yes
15) Are sidewalk and approach concrete repairs completed on an annual basis?
On as needed basis.
16) Are there any safety interlocks on the control equipment to prevent operator
error? Yes.
17) Is there an audible alarm if a bridge fault occurs? Yes.
18) How many skilled/licensed trades staff work at the bridge facilities? None.
19) Are there any hindrances operating in cold weather or windy conditions? Ice
and snow on the spans.
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